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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume 97 No. 276 In Our 97th Year Murray, Ky., Friday 
Afternoon, No%er-De' 19, 1976
Harmon Whitnell displays an award he received for selling over 300
pounds of fruitcake last fall for the Murray Civitan Club. Awards chairman
Paul Welch looks on at left, and on right Civitart L A. Jones, fruitcake chair-
man for 1976, displays a box of fruitcake like all Civilans are selling in
Murray. "The proceed* from fitesakilt 'kelp us finance our financial sup-
port of the mentally retarded program in Murray and also for some ad-
ditions to our community service handicapped equipment program," ex-
plained Mr. Jones. -
Thanksgiving
Service Is This Weekend At Expo Center
15' Per Copy One Section — 16 Pages
Plans Proceeding Here For
Medical Office Building
By DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Plans are proceeding for a medical
office building on the campus of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
despite the fact that neither the hospital
board nor the consulting firm they have
hired have yet determined what size the
office building should be.
Drexel Tolan and Associates
representatives were at the Thursday
night meeting of the hospital board, and
were instructed to begin work on
planning for the medical office
building.
Tolan, after meeting with Dr. C. C.
Lowry and Dr. Conrad Jones, who were
also at the meeting, reported back to
the board on differences between the.
N11'Devitt Clinic.
The main point of difference was the
operation of a laboratory by the clinic
doctors should they decide to move to
ahc hospital's proposedoffice building.
Tolan told the board that the doctors
should be allowed to practice medicine
in the way that they see fit, and allowed
to run %hat laboratory tests they
deemed necessary in their own offices.
However, the consultant told the
board that the hospital should make its
laborator) and other services so well
organized, fast, and economical that
the doctors would, by choice, utilize the
hospital facilities.
The consulting firm made a survey
last year of the needs of the medical
community and recommended a 22-unit
_ *iard and the-doctors of the Houston- medical office building, which could be
Planned Sunday
A Union Thanksgiving Service will be
held Sunday, November 21 at seven p.
m. at the Kirksey United Methodist
Church.
The participating churches are:
Goshen, Lynn Grove, Coles Camp
Ground, and Kirksey United Methodist;
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
and Locust Grove Church of The
Nazarene.
Rev. Horace Duke, pastor of Locust
Grove, will bring the message. Special
music will be presented by the youth
choir and an adult trio from the host
church.
The offering from this service will be
given to the Calloway County
Association for Retarded Citizens.
Following the worship service,
refreshments will be served by the
ladies of the participating churches.
Rev. Charles L. Yancy, pastor of the
host church, cordially invites the public
to share in this service of Thanksgiving.




The Postal- Service today advanced
its suggested Thristrnak
deadlines for domestic parcels and
letter mail to December 3 and 10,
respectively, in anticipation of an
exceptionally high mail volume.
Citing the impact of greatly in-
creased mail volumes generated by the
15-state United Parcel Service strike in
the East and South, and its residual
effect on other parts of the country, the
Postal Service said it is compelled to
ask the public to mail even earlier than
normal.
(See Mail, Page 16)
Pesticide Workshop Being Held
Purchase Region vocational
agriculture teachers are involved in a
pesticide workshop this week-end at the
West Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center on the University
farm, according to Dr. James T.
Thompson, Chairman of the University
Department of Agriculture.
Dr. Lloyd Jacks and Dr. Eldon
Heathcott, Agricultural Education
fatuity Members, are coordinating the
in-service education program with the
Agribusiness Education Unit in the
Kentucky Department of Education.
The workshop, being held Friday
afternoon and evening and Saturday
morning, is one in a series of ten such
meetings being conducted throughout
Kentucky to up-date agriculture
teachers on pesticide regulations and
meet Federal law requirements that
applicators, sellers and purchasers of
restricted pesticides must be. certified.
Teachers attending the workshops
will be involved in pesticide in-
structional programs with adult far-
mers, young farmers, and high school
students enrolled in local programs.
In these meetings the state law
relating to use of restricted pesticides
will be discussed. In addition to the law,
the principles of pesticide use, Federal
regulations, personal safety, storage
and disposal of pesticides and con-
tainers, proper application procedures,
environmental implications and related
Carter Gives No Hint
Of Decision On Tax Cut
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Congessional
leaders who met with President-elect
Jimmy Carter did not team up to urge
an economy-boosting tax cut and
Carter gave no indication of a decision,
one of the participants says.
Rep. George H. Mahon, D-Tex., said
the problem of stimulating business
and reducing unemployment was ex-
tensively discussed during the three-
hour session Wednesday in -Lovejoy,
Ga.,- where Carter met with
Democratic leaders.
-I did not detect a unanimity of the
leadership concerning a tax cut,"
Mahon said.
Carter has said that if the economy
does not begin improving by January,
there is a "strong possibility" that he
would asa for a tax cut to stimulate it.
Mahon, chairman of the House
Appropriations Committee and a fiscal
conservative, said he and others told
Carter that a major consideration
should be restoring business confidence
and that Carter appointments would be
important in this regard.
The business community and .,icople
generally are uneasy, won,icring,
apprehensive." Mahon said in in-
terview Thursday. "If he cotrid,get
some good strong people for secretary
of the treasury, director of
, management and budget and secretary
of commerce, it would have a
stabilizing influence...."
Carter has been receiving conflicting
advice as.to whether he should support.
a .tax cut, a boost in government
spending, or neither.
He didn't talk like a freewheeling
big spender." Mahon said of the Carter
meeting. "He, talked of a balanced
budget over the long range and his
desire to eliminate waste, and
generally I thought it was a good down-
to-earth disc ussiot "
Mahon said Carter gave the
congressional visitors his private
telephone number and promised that
calls at any time would be put throtigh
or promptly returned.
.4prie -MI
Tom Shirley, of the Murray lions Club, presents a check for $500 to Calloway County High Speech Team
Coach Larry England and president Jobb Brinkley. Looking on are Vice-President Karen Edwards and Sec roan
Gail Tucker. The donation will enable the speech team to travel to more contests that would not hare been
possible otherwise.
Staff Photo by Dd 11.4
matters will be discussed.
The Agribusiness Education Unit in
the State Department of Education, is
conducting the workshops _ in
cooperation with the Pesticide Section
in the Kentucky Department of Natural
Resources, and the University of
Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service.
completed at a cost of around $2
million.
• The board last night directed the
consultants to proceed with working out
differences with the physicians, and to
begin making schematic drawings of
the office building, with custom
designed office suites for individual
doctors. This would require individual
consultation with each doctor.
Dr. Lowry, chairman of the Houston-
McDevitt doctors' group, told the board
that the local physicians still have no
idea what they are going to do for office
space.
The Houston-McDevitt Clitile burned
last month, and some of the physicians
who were displaced have been housed
in the convalescent division of the local
hospital. However, it is scheduled to be
rated in tortileetiori with a current
expansion project at the hospital in
about a year, making the time element
in the medical office building critical.
Dr. Lowry told the board that the
local doctors are not trying to get- the
hospital to rebuild their clinic for them.
However, Dr. Lowry said, "If we're
ever going to get the doctors on the
hospital grounds, it has to be done
now..,
Dr. Lowry pointed out that there is no
chance of the doctors and the hospital
getting together unless something can
be worked out on the laboratory issue.
He also added, in response to a
question from board member Stanford
Andrus, that if the hospital' board goes
Ford Economist Says
Inflation Is Slowing
WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite signs
that ialation may be picking up again,
Pt osident Ford's chief economist says
the nation's long-term inflation rate is
slowing down.
The October inflation rate, as
measured by the consumer price index,
was to be released today by the Labor
Department. Consumer prices this year
have been running about 6 per cent
higher than last year.
In what appeared to be a warning to
President-elect Jimmy Carter, 'Ford
economist Alan Greenspan said in-
flation should continue its downward
trend if the government reduces its
budget deficit by following "sensible
fiscal and monetary policies."
Wholesale industrial prices, which
are influential in setting the over-all
_inflation trend, have been rising
steadily since May. But these higher
wholesale prices have not shown at ,the
retail level.
Indeed, the September consumer
price index showed a slowing in the
upward trend, rising four-tenths of 1
per cent, compared with five-tenths of 1
per cent in the summer months.
Greenspan, in a speech Thursday to
the Rubber Manufacturers Association,
tended, to discount the wholesale price
trend, saying that "there is just no
corroborating evidence" to support the
idea of a new outburst of inflation.
Greenspan also acknowledged that
the economic slowdown has continued
longer than expected, but he said there
is no danger of a recession.
Carter has said he may ask for a tax
cut if the economy doesn't show more
strength by January.
Chairman Arthur F. Burns of the •
Federal Reserve Board said Thursday
that conditions don't appear bad
enough at this time to warrant a tax cut
to stimulate the economy.
"I see no advantage in a tax cut at the
present time," he said in a speech
Thursday to the U.S. League of Savings
Associations in New York_
Meanwhile, the Commerce Depar-
tment reported that the economy was
even weaker last summer than
preliminary estimates indicated.
The Gross National Product, or the
total output of goods and services, grew
at an annual rate of 3.8 per cent during
the July-September quarter. That was
lower than the initial estimate last
TODAY'S INDEX
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month of a 4 per .cent growth rate, the
rate generally considered sufficient to
keep up with normal population growth.
ahead with plans to build the office
buirding before the clinic group makes
its decision on where to go, it would not
alienate the doctors against the
hospital. He also noted that it would be
an advantage to the medical com-
munity not to have all the local doctors
in one group, because an incoming
physician recruit would then have a
choice of where to set up practice.
The board urged the Tolan firm to
move quickly on consulting and
negotiatieg with the physicians and to
draw up plans for the building as
quickly as possible. Construction time
after money is obtained for the building
would beg toll month&
A decision is expected by Dec. 2,
when the doctors of the dila group are
expected to meet again. The consulting
firm indicated that their -preliminary-
work should be completed by that time
also.
In other business, Hospital
Administrator Stuart Poston reported
that progress on the building program
at the hospital has been moving slowly
because of inclement weather and an
initial shortage of workers. He noted
that a great deal of dirt has been
moved, creating valuable additional
parking on the hospital grounds. He
added that it will be a week or two
before steel is delivered to the project,
and at that time foundation work can
begin.
An emergency room report for the
first eight months of this year shows
that while the number of persons
treated is up only eight per cent, the
number of -admissions is up drastically
over the same period last year. During
the first eight months of 1975, 819
persons were admitted through the
emergency room. During the same
period this year, there were 1,151
persons admitted, up 28.8 per cent.
The total increase in revenue is
$64,293, including the increase in
emergency room physicians charges,
Poston said.
Prints Now On Display
At Bank Of Murray
On display through Nov. 27 at the
Bank of Murray downtown are the two
warbler prints by West Virginia artist
Don Whitlatch which are being sold
by Murray State University with the
proceeds going toward the main-
tenance of its Murphy Pond wildlife
sanctuary near Fancy Farm.
Because of his-admirationlor Mdfay
State and its conservation efforts,
Whitlatch has donated 100 sets of these
prints to the university to be sold with
the proceeds going into a special fund
for the preservation of the 300-acre
Murphy Pond refuge.
One print pictures a pair of Kentucky
warblers in a chestnut oak at Murphy
Pond, while the other depicts a pair of
Canada warblers in a sassafras tree'
near Lake Barkley.
Sold only in a set, the prints are $40.
They also may be ordered framed in
green and gold frames with double
green mats. Printed in living color on
fine rag paper, they are 111,4 by 144
inches in size.
Order forms, available at the display.
should be sent to the Office of Infor-
mation and Public Services, Sparks
Hall, Murray State University, once
completed along with a check or money
order. Delivery time Is approximately
three weeks.
Mild
Partly sunny and mild today, high in
the mid to upper 60s. Becoming colder
tonight with lows in the mid 30s. Cloudy
with slight chance of rain Saturday,
high in the upper 50s. Sunday sunny but
cold.
Randy Collie, son of Mr. and Mrs...Rondal Collie and a student of Mrs.
Susan Hargrove's TMR ( lass at Robertson School, along with Mrs. Lyda
Overby,, president of the Dexter Homemakers Club, presented ( layion
Hargrove, left, president of the Calloway ( ounty Association for Retarded
Citilens with a check for S130 from the Dexter Homemakers (tub. The
money was raised by a gospel singing, a quilt, and a supper. The (tub raised,
$100 with the remaining StA going to the WPSD Crippled ( hildren's
Telethon.
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Patricia Mattingly
Mrs. Larry (Kitty Ray)
Keaton, Southern Baptist
missionary to Spain, will
be guest speaker at a
-meeting to be held Mon-
day. November 22, at
6:10 p.m. by the WMU of
the Elm Grove Baptist
Church. A potluck supper
will follow the program
which is for all members
and their husbands and
guests.























Perfect Gift for the Plant Lover
Buy it now for Christmas
‘REMAIRIT
t W6115E7 SATURDAY ONLY!
HURRY! YOU'LL SAVE $4.11 A YARD
CROMPTON
VELVETEEN
• 2'1,0 10 ear,' Fastiton Lengtr,
• 45' de, Twill Back Velveteen
• All the- st wanted Holiday Colu'r.
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will be at Roses and Big K
Department Stores. No charge
for these tests.
Western Regional White
. House Conference on the
Handicapped will open at 8:30
p. m. in the Special Education
Building, MSU. For in-
formation call piffle Downing
at 762-6963. .
Alpha Phi Alpha dance,
open to all students, will be in
Beshear gymn from eight p.
m. to one a. m. No charge.
Christmas bazaar by Xi
Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
.Sigma Phi will be at Com-
munity Room, Federal




:uppes will be served starting
at 10:30 a. m at the Hazel
Community Center by the
Willing Workers Club.
Christmas bazaar by Xi
Alpha Delta Chapter will
continue at the Community
Room, Federal Savings and
Loan, from nine a. m; to noon.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have its
noon. luncheon at the club
house at noon with Dr. Bill
Whittaker as speaker.
Media Appreciation Day at
Murray State will start at 9:30
, a. m. in Room 206, Stewart
Stadium.
Woodmen of the World
Hazel CanTfr Lid and Hazel
Grove 869 will have its annual
family night meeting at the
Hazel Community Center at
6:30 p. m. All members are
invited and all food will be
furnished by the units.
Square dancing with Euel
Bray as caller and round
dancing will be held at the
Woodmen of the World Hall at
7:30p.m.
Benefit supper will be
served at 6:30 p. m. at the
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church. Gospel
singing will follow the supper.
Sunday, November 21
Open house for all members
and their families will be held
at the new lodge building of
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. & A.
M. from two to five p. m. The
new lodge is located about two
miles from Murray on High-
way 121, Coldwater Road.
Sunday, November 21
Open house will be held
from 2:30 to five p. m. at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Bill
Whittaker, 906 Doran Road.
Recital of Jane Syers,
Sturgis, piano, will be at two p.
m. at the Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Last of free diabetes
detection clinics will be at
Roses and Big K Department
Stores from two to four p. m.
Dr. Jack Rose will discuss
the possibility of instituting a
football program, in the
Calloway County School
System at' a meeting, spon-
sored by the Calloway County





Discussion Group will meet at
Calloway County Public
Library at seven p.m.
Recovery. Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
16th and Main Streets, at 7:30
p.m.
Robertson School PTA will
....ineetfram_eielt to nine_pan
Chapter M of PEO will have
its annual silent auction at
7:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
John Quertermous. Note
change in date and time.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women with husbands or
guests will meet at 6:30 p.m.
at the church with Kitty
Keaton as speaker. A potluck
supper will be served.
- Southwest Elementary
School will have open house
from seven to eight p.m. with
the PTC to meet at eight p.m.
Cfeative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house for the workshop on
"Copper Enameling" by Eva
Hopkins.
Open house will be held at
the Early Childhood
Education Center at Murray
State University from 3 30 to
5 : 30.p:m.
Unload jeweiry
Accessories should add and
not detract from the total
look. Check the mirror before
you go out, and if you look like
a jewelry tree in a depart-
ment store, leave a few
"gems" behind
We've Got The Movies For ̀otil
(CTAIPIPTA I /V rat 
Thru Wed.
Driver 7:15 Si 2: 30 tia






julie christie • while hawn
tilk Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
"The Danish Connection"
X 18 Or Over Only
He's got to face
a gulifight
once more
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Look in the section in wttich
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "14 4
ARIES
Your thoughts finally "jell"
on a project you've been con-
templating. You "put .it all
together," as they say, and
results will prove it.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Consult with others before
making important decisions.
Your endurance may be tested,
but you are used to tests — and
usually pass them with flying
colors.
GEMLNI
May P to June 21)
Let certain situations ride
now. Forcing issues will do
more harm than good. By
-temonstration, you can let
others know that your ideas are
practical.
CANCER
(June 2'2 to July 23)
Mixed influences. Avoid
overoptimism. Too rosy an
outlook could cause you to
overlook small but vital details.
The p.m brings an interesting
bit of news.
1.E0
1July. 24 to Aug. 23)
Everyone has to take chances
at some time or other, but this is
no day for YOU to take un-
necessary risks. Day calls for
Paw Kr is, conservative. _action.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23i
Don•t change plans or
methods without consulting all
concerned. Study where
changes ARE needed and to
what degree. Press for ef-
ficiency.
[JIMA r'71Sept 24 to Oct. 23)
Some surprising events in-
dicated — perhaps a completely
unexpected visit from an old
friend or relative from afar.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 nt.
A day in which to keep your
own counsel. Otherwise, it
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER M, 1976
would be only too easy to in-




(Nov. 73 to Dec. 21) )effie0.
A short trip may bring some
surprising results — even,
possibly, wcomplete change In
your present set-up.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 1
The success of an old friend
will certainly call for a
celebration. Do YOUR part to
make it a truly convivial one.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stars now put the accent on
romance. You should hear,
directly or indirectly, some
highly interesting news about
. an old flame.
PISCES
••••••
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
If planning a trip, be sure that
you don't go overboard finan-
cially. Get all schedules, costs,
etc. in writing. Better plan on
some "extras," too.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with both mental
alertness and manual dexterity.
You have a flair for gracious
living and have real know-how
when it comes to dealing with
people, separately or collec-
tively. You are often called
-lucky," but your luck results
from your- keen observations, -
the ability to separate the wheat
from the chaff, and an instinct
for grasping advantages at just
the right time. You are ex-
tremely versatile, and many
fields are open to your talents;
most notably, however, the
worlds of law and statesman-
ship, business organization,
science, music, literature and
the theater. Try to curb ten-
dency to go to extremes. Birth-
date of: Thomas Chatterton,
Eng. poet; Josiah Royce, Amer.
educator, philosopher; Robert
F. Kennedy, Amer. statesman;
Emilio Pucci, Ital. fashion
designer.
Della Boggess Honored,' Shower
Br B it Home Of Mrs. Carroll
The Ruth Warren Baptist
Young Women of the Sinking
Spring Church met in the
home of Mrs. Carolyn Carroll
on Tuesday. November 9.
Carol Turner called the
meeting to order, and Wanda
Walker led in the opening'
[prayer. Patsy Neale was in
charge of the prayer calendar.
Judy' Smotherman reported
that plans were complete for
the Christmas party to be at
Perkins on December 14 at
6:30 p.m.
Patsy Neale will be in
charge of the program at the
November 30 meeting at the
home of Jane Willoughby.
Jane Stallons and Donna
Hedges were in charge of the
program. The members made
place cards to be distributed
Thanksgiving.
After the meeting was
adjourned, a baby shower was
given in honor of Mrs. Della
Boggess. Gaines were' won -by
BENTON PATIENT
Noble Puckett of Hardin
was dismissed November 7




Mr. and Mrs. Blaine
Harrison of Wing° Route Two
are the parents of a baby boy,
Eric White, born on Wed-
nesday, November 10, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hosptial.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Avery Harrison of
Mayfield Route Seven and
Robert White, Mayfield, and
he late Mrs. White.
YOUR
PHOTO49.
Per Pose In Living
Color
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Fr** Plaiting In Ilextr
Carolyn Carroll and Jane
Stallons, who presented the
prizes to Mrs. Boggess.
Refreshments were served
by Debbie Darnell and
Carolyn Carroll.
Others present were Pat
Dalton, Gracie Holland,
Edwina Bucy, Linda Roach,





makers Club met Monday,',
November 8, at nine a. in. at
the home of Kay Adams on.
South Thirteenth Street.
Present were Lorna Cathey,
Charlotte Metz, Mary Wynn,
Ruth Ann McL,emore, Judy
Stahler, Kay Adams, and
Benita Greer, the latter a new
member.
Mrs. Adams presided and
Mrs. Stahler led the opening
prayer. The roll call and
minutes were by Mrs.
McLemore.
The lesson on "Crock Pot
Cooking" was presented by
Mrs. Stahler.
A craft lesson on "Sand
Painting" was given by Mrs.
CIathey. This will also be the
craft lesson on November 18 at
the home of Mrs. Adams.
Lesson sheets on
"Macrame" were given to the
women.
The Christmas party will be
held December 13 for mothers
akers Club Has
Of Kay Adams
and children at the home of
Mrs. 'Adams. A potluck lun-
ches:lb will be served.
Fealured will be a "plant
swap" and one gift to be ex-
changed.
Following the meeting a




Irene Elliott of Murray was
dismissed November 8 from
the Beaten Municipal
Hospital.
It's best to cool large
cookies for one to two minutes
before removing from the
cookie sheet, unless the recipe
directions tell you otherwise.
That's because just-baked
cookies are very tender and
need time to become just a bit
firm before they're removed





Diueland ( enter Chestnut Street
Sunday only from 1
to 5 p. m, full size
sheets will be
reduced 25% and
there will be a 10%
discount on all other
merchandise in the
store! Come browse
and select gifts for
that special man,
woman or child. New
shipments arriving
daily, so come see
me!
P.S. Open. on Friday til 8 p.m.
—UMW and Get







Call Ahead For Fast Pick Up
I*
Enjoy Thanksgiving Fare
AT ONE OF KENTUCKY'S BEAUTIFUL STATE RESORT PARKS
ENTREES
Baked Bluegrass Sugar-Cured Ham
Roast Young Tom Turkey with Corn Bread Dressing
Pilgrim Roast—Steamship Round of. Beef
A Delightful Selection of Vegetables, Salads, and Favolite Desserts...
Kentucky Rifle Rum Cake, Mincemeat Pie, and Pumpkin Pie
ADULTS 4.25 CHILDREN 2.50
• Serving 12:00 noon until 8:00 p.m.
General Butler Kentucky Dam Village
State Resort Park. Carrollton State Resort Park Gdbertsvdre
Ken lake
State Resort Park, Hardin.
Lake Batkley
• State Resort Park, Cadiz
RiverDam
7tMso,t Park Falls el Rough
Barren. River Lake
State Resort PLITI, I ur..is
Jenny Wiley
State Resort Pirk Prestonsburg
Lake Cumberland'
State Resort Park, Jamest
Cumberland tags
State Resort Park. Corb.n
Natural Bridge
State Resort Par Slade
Pine Mouritain
State Resort Park Rneville
Carter Caves
State Resort Park 'Olive H,t,
Greenbo Lake
State Resort Park Greeruip
Bring sour family and friends to a
Traditional Kentucky Thanksgiving 'Spread
Innrll 1 if 11111111f Thursd.4% . Ncruhur .2`) N ICM:r \ .1(1,11, 11U, (





























By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: The letter from TOO MUCH OF A GOOD
THING, concerning a neighbor who was wearing out her
welcome, is similar to the problem I encountered. This
neighbor would pop in on me often, and always without
notice. Sometimes I was entertaining a relative or another
fifend, and frequently I had a lot of Work to do and no time
for a social visit. I became frustrated and didn't. know how
to tell her without hurting her feelings.
Finally, in desperation, I took this nice neighbor into my
bedroom and closed the door. Then I explained that I realty
liked her and valued her friendship, but there were times
when I wanted to be alone with my friends or family, and as
a favor to me to please phone to .see if it was all right to
come over.
She was very understanding, and thanked me for being
honest with her. Now she visits me less often and always
pho'nes first. Today we are the best of friends.
Abby, if we would all speak our minds honestly and with
love, we could accomplish much.
G. S. IN VA.
DEAR G. S.: Read on for a letter from a woman who
Lacked yonelioritpastaionand lived to regret it!
DEAR'ABBY: I am a recently retired woman who once
enjoyed a successful and fulfilling business career. I've
' remained single by. choice.
I live alone, but Fm far from lonely. I have all the friends
I want. I like my privacy and have never encouraged
visitors to drop in.
The high-rise in which I live has excellent security, and
no one gets into the building without being screened.
One evening about 7:30, there was a knock on my door. I
wasn't expecting anyone so I asked who was there. It was a
widow who lives on my floor, and with whom I had had only
a nodding acquaintance. She said she was "lonely," and
didn't know what to do with herself, and asked if she could
come in and visit for a while.
I told her politely but bluntly that I was busy, and didn't
approve of visitors dropping in without phoning first. II
have an unlisted phone number, which I did not give her./
She apologized for bothering me and left.
Abby, I've always felt that people who intrude on others
should be treated with the same lack of consideration they
give those upon whom they intrude. I felt quite proud of
myself for not getting trapped by a bore who would
probably be difficult to get rid of.
The next evening a friend telephoned to ask if I knew
the *omen in my building who had committed suicide the
night before.
If you have already guessed that she was the woman who
knocked on my door, you are right.
HARD LESSON LEARNED
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Salem Baptist Church [fill Holds
Meet; Book Study Held Tuesday
The WMU of Salem Baptist
Church met Wednesday,
November 3, at seven p.m. at
the church with Hilda Win-
chester in charge of the
program on "Healing In The
Middle East."
Molena Armstrong gave the
call to prayer and read James
3:1-12.
Others- taking part in the
program were Eleanor Miller,
Beverly Overcast, Lottie
Sheridan, and Martha Win-
dsor.
Also present were Winnie
Crouch, Sue Foster, Evon
Burt, Annis Walker, Oretha
Williams, Estelle Blanken-
ship, and Miss Amy Paschall.
The book study was held on
November 16 at the home of
Hilda • Winchester. Molena
Armstrong was the teacher
for the book study.
Plans for the Week of
Prayer for Foreign Missions
for November 29 to December
3 were discussed. The
Christmas social will be on
Friday, December 3, at 6:30
p.m. at the church
Spoke tit Pedal Dixieland CenterChestnut Street
34-10 Speed & Moto-Cress likes
qamplete tles of POWea
& Accessories










SONY CHROME CR02 OR FERRICHROME
RECORDING CASSETTES. . BUY 2 AND GET
• 3rd TAPE FREE, (timi•-erep.$)
•
A COMPLETE LINE OF SONY
ACCESSORIES IN STOCK!







co;orfb. '.•atcrIeS in super
gift boxes. 1 year warranty.
15
Over 21/2' long! Eagle I comes with 3 "Space:1999" characters in space
Mmand mod hatcI opens, both sides of
suits and helmets. Command and engine rhidules detach, make a mini-
space ship that carries two. Co 
 v












Evel's home while he moves from one perform-
ance to the next. Includes gas can, tool box
and tools, captain's chair, 3 piece jump ramp
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A big, busy store with
4 fun departments.
Shopping spree takes
Barbie to Beauty Sa-
lon, Fashion Bazaar,
Snack Patio and Brid-
al Boutique. Escala-
4,4 no: ud really works.
* *
Dolls and clothes not -
4-speed csn trol an the way' Comes e•1'
Wheels car,,kloop and base, big 180 degree
8' track, Joiner, labels and instructions., US",
no 6atteries or electricity.
IANKAMIERICARD
9-9 Mon. -Sat. Equal Opportunity Employer
1-6 Sun. Limit Rights,Reserved Acres of Free Parking
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753 8777
All the fun of
big car racing!
Up goes start-
ing gate and they
are off, racing
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DECA - What It Is
What It Does
What is DE? Distributive Education
identifies a program of instruction
which teaches marketing, mer-
chandising and management.
What is DECA? DECA identifies the
Program of Student Activity relating to
DE-Distributive Education Clubs of
America-and is designed to develop
future leaders for marketing and
distribution. DECA is the only national
student organization operating within
the nation's schools to attract young
people to careers in marketing, mer-
chandising, ana management.
DECA and the Student - DE students
have common objectives and interests
in that each is studying for a specific
career objective. DECA activities have
a tremendous psychological effect upon
the attitudes of students, and many
students have no other opportunity to
participate in social activities of the
school or to develop responsibilities of
citizenship. DECA members learn to
serve as leaders and followers and they
have the opportunity for state and
national recognition that they would not
have otherwise.
DECA and the. School 'DECA
Chapter activities are always school-
centered, thus contributing to the
school's purpose of preparing well-
adjusted, employable citizens. Chapter
activities serve the Distributive
Education teacher as a teaching tool by
creating interest in all phases of
masketing and distribution study, and
serve as an avenue of expression for
individual talent. The Chapter is the
"show window" for student
achievement and progress and is the
publie relations arm of the DE in-
structional program. It attracts
students to the DE program who are
interested in marketing, management
and distribution careers and assists in
subject matter presentation.
DECA and the Community - DECA
members have made numerous studies
and surveys to aid the economic
development of their own community.,
Individual and group marketing
projects continue to encourage this type
of contribution. Many businesses favor
hiring DE students because of their
interest in training and their related
school study of that particular business.
Many leaders in business and gover-
nment have praised DECA for its. civic-
related activities.
DECA and the Nation - DE in-
struction and DECA activity constantly
emphasize America's system of
competition and private enterprise.
Self-help among students is the rule
rather than the exception and DECA
leaders give constant erieoifragenient
to continued education. History has
proven that whenever. a nation's
channels of distribution fail to function,
that nation is shortlived. As DECA
attracts more of our nation's youth to
study marketing and distribution, the
total DE program becomes a vital
necessity to our national economy. ,
IlEARTLIN
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems -
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381 Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
Heartline: I have 52 quarters of
coverage under Social Security. I've
recently accepted a job with a local
- government unit that is not covered by
Social Security and glop to stay on that
job until I retire. Will I be eligible to
receive monthly Social Security
benefits wheni retire? K. T.
Answer: Since noone needs more
than 40 quarters of coverage to be
eligible for retirement Social Security
benefits and you already have 52
quarters, you are permanently insured
for those benefits. However, your
coverage for disabilitz benefits will
eventually enitsince the law requires 5
years of Social Security work credits
out of the 10 years preceding the onset
of disability. For a better un-
derstanding of this ruling and other
facets of the Social Security program,
Heartline has developed "Heartline's
Guide' to Social Security." This book is
in easy-to-understand question-and-
answer form and in large print. It
carries a full money-back guarantee if
you are not satisfied. To order, send $2
to Heartline's Guide to Social Security,
Box 4994, Des Moines, Iowa 50306.
Please allow 30 days for delivery.
Letters To The Editor
Heartline: My next-door neighbor
and I are both "movie freaks." We have
been having a disagreement over the
most popular movie. I say it was "The.
Sound of Music" and my neighbor says
it was "The Exorcist." Could you clear
this up for us? R. H.
Answer: The popularity of films is
measured in different ways. One is the
amount of money that the film has
grossed. 'If you use this criteria, then
"The Sound of Music" is the second
most popular film and "The Exorcist"
is No. 5. If you are interested in
knowing the top 20 films as far as gross
income, write to Heartline Films, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381
and send a long, self-addressed
stamped envelope. By the way, -The'
Godfather" is No. 1.
Headline: I am 66 years old and
retired. I draw a Railroad Retirement
benefit. Can you tell me if this is
taxable? F. M.
Answer: Regular railroad retirement
and survivor annuities and lump-sum
benefits are not subject to federal or
state income taxes and should not be
listed..on your tax return. On the other
hand, supplemental employee annuities
paid under the Railroad Retirement
Act must be indluded along with other
taxable incomes o/r-your federal in-
come tax return. rke„ Railroad
Retirement Board will send'Unuitants
a form early in 1977 that shows the total
amount of supplemental annnity
payments received in 1976. However,
while supplemental annuities are
subject to federal taxes, they are, in the
opinion of the board's legal bureau,




In the last city council meeting, Mr.
Art Lee proposed that the Murray City
police officers should be paid more as
an incentive for remaining with the
police department. He based this on the
argument that there has been a sub-
stantial turnover in staff in only the last
year. (And might I add not to mention
the years before.) He said that the -
training of new officers has cost the city
Thanks
Dear Editor:
The Calloway County High School
Band would like to take this opportunity
to thank the merchants in Murray and
Calloway County for their contributions
to the auction sponsored by the
Calloway County High School Band on
November 6.
The support of the merchants con-
tributed greatly to the success of the
auction.
Again, we would like to say "THANK
YOU" for the continual support you'
give the Calloway County High Schad
Band.
Sincerely,
Terry Goodwin, Band Director
Calloway County High School Band
money which could have been used
toward policemen's salaries. I want to
applaude Mr. Lee for his stand.
Mr. Melvin Henley, on the other
hand, dismissed Mr. Lee's argument on
the basis that "one" policeman had
resigned because of harassment. Yes,
he said. -one" policeman. What about
the others who did not leave 9n the basis
of harassment? Mr. Henley, might not
their reason for leaving be because
even though many of the policemen
moonlight, and their wives work, too,
they still cannot make ends meet? Or
perhaps you are not aware of this
situation?
I personally know of policemen, who
even though they were very dedicated
to their jobs, had to leave for the above
reason. I also know of others who may
be forced to do the same, if something
doesn't happen to change matters. I
suggest this "something" be an in-
crease in salary as proposed by Mr.
Lee.
I hope the entire city council will give
consideration to this matter on behalf of
my. husband and the other members of
the Murray City Pollee Department.
Thank You




By Dr. H. C.CHH.ES
outlines prorluced its the t
ht. , diid used bs permission
WALKING IN LOVE
Romans 14:10-23
Man is a responsible being, an-
swerable to his own conscience for
every choice that he makes, an-
swerable to society for everything in his
conduct which is injurious to others,
and answerable to God for what he is,
what he thinks, what he says, and what
he does. Paul was very careful-to in-
struct the Christians in Rome as to the
way they should live in order to please
God. He taught them that, in order for
them to live in a manner which would
be acceptable and pleasing to God, they
should avail themselves of the means of
grace and receive from their heavenly
Father the strength which they needed
to do so.
Inasmuch as the prerogative of
judging belongs to the Lord only,
Christians should refrain from judghig
their fellows. Christians are also for-
bidden to ridicule or to hold in contempt
those whose opinions differ from their
ewnk.-4"Sure1y-, -.a -realization- of one's
personal responsibility to God should
prevent one from attempting to judge
his fellow-Christian.
Deeply concerned about the spiritual
unity of the Christians in Rome, Paul
proceeded to deal with a unique
problem which was having an adverse
effect on the fellowship of the brethren
within the church. They were living in a
pagan world where it was customary to
offer animals as sacrifices to the gods.
Ere long, the question arose as to
whether or not it was right for
Christians to eat meat which had been
offered to idols and later sold in the
public markets. Since the quality of the
meat was not altered in the least, some
of the church members were convinced
that it was not wrong for them to
consume the meat simply to satisfy
their hunger, inasmuch as they were
not involved in any way with the
worship of idols. Other members sin-
BACK
10 Years Ago
Four charter members of the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club were an hand for the burning of the
bank note for $7,000 that the depart-
ment paid off for the kindergarten
room. They were Anna Ruth Harris,
Mona Purdom, Lucy Lilly, and Mildred
Robertson.
The transmitter for an educational
televisim station to be operated by
Murray State University will be located
on a small plot of land about fourteen
miles northwest of Murray.
The Murray Civitan Club kicked off
its annual fruit cake sale at the meeting
on November 17, according to Hoyt
Roberts, chairman.
Murray students named to "Who's
Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges" are Judy
Stahler, Mary Lou Smith, Donna
Seaford, Don Oliver, Dan McDaniel,
Dan Kemp, and Eddie Grogan.
Richard W. Farrell will represent
Murray State University at the annual
meeting of the National Association of
.Scbools of Music at Dallas, Texas,
N‘oventher 21 and 22.
20 Years Ago
Dale Outland left today for induction
in the Armed Forces.
The annual union Thanksgiving
service will be held at the College
Presbyterian Church. Rev. Orval
Austin, pastor of the host church, will
deliver the sermon.
Mrs. Daytha Treas has left to join her
husband, Pvt. Lubie Treas, in West
Germany.
Deaths reported include Tom Bynum,
age 83, of Murray Route Two, and Mrs.
Evon Greams of Shreveport, La.
Miss Marianne Wolfson is enrolled in
the Graduate' School of Arts and
Sciences Geology Department at
Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
Rev. Paul T. Lyles was speaker at the
meeting of the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club 'On
November 13. His subject was -'What
The B. & P. W. Club Means To
Murray."
Bible Thought
Judges- and officers shalt thou make
thee in all they gates, and they shall
judge the people wtth just judgment.
Deuteronomy 16:18.
Justice is a gift of God. His will can
only be done through equality for His
people.
cerely believed that it was wrong to eat
such meat. Arguments about this
matter threatened to disrupt the
fellowship of the church, and hinder the
progress of the Lord's work. To prevent
a bad situation from becoming worse,
Paul wrote to these brethren a message
in which he admonished-the stronger
Christians to be very careful as to the
way in which they treated the others in
the church whose faith was immature,
and who had personal conscientious
scruples about eating meat which had
been offered to heathen idols. He
strongly urged each member to refrain
from being a stumbling block to the
others whose convictions differed from
their own.
Children of God should always
consider how others will be affected by,
their contemplated actions, and be
willing to forego their own personal
'Miberties and actual rights if, through
the exercise thereof, they should cause
contention and dissension within the
feligwOip of the _church,_ or _weaken_
their inkience over others.
Every earnest -Christian should
consider it a privilege and a duty to
avoid doing anything that will be
displeasing or offensive to God, that
will hinder the progress of the Lord's
work, or that will cause another person
to do wrong. Christians need a genuine
awakening of conscience about the
giving of offense to those around them
who may be weak or inunature
Christians. It Is so important that they
see to it that their influence over others
is wholesome.
Christians should consistently ab-
stain from any action which is contrary
to .the law of love for Christ and for
others. They should live in such a
manner as to please and glorify the
Lord, as to edify, strengthen, and en-
courage the saved, and as to enable the
unsaved to see Christ living in and
through them. A realization of one's
personal responsibility to God should
prevent one from attempting to judge
his fellow-Christian.
Let as exercise the utmost care in.
wielding a wholesome and constructive
influence over other believers, and then
do our very best to point those who do.
- not know the Saviour to Him Who is








Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Nathan B. Stubblefield, who, as
everyone in Calloway County already
knows did, in fact, invent the radio, has
been recognized as theearliest inventor
of wireless voice transmission in yet
another circle. The following is taken
frotki a column called 'CB Radio
Report,- written by E. Z. Strange,
which appears inthe Washington Star.
"Not all Cl3ers know the name of the
man who invented what, in effect, was
the first CB radio," Strange writes.
"Credit Nathan B. Stubblefield of
Murray, Ky., with the distinction.
"On Jan. 1, 1902, he demonstrated a
'Wireless Telephone.' Of it, he wrote:
"The present invention relates to
means for electrically transmitting
signals from one point to another
without the use of connecting wires and
more particularly comprehending
means for securing telephone com-
munication between moving vehicles
and way stations.'
"Now wasn't that the first CB?,"
Strange continues. -There's
dociimentary evidence that he'd ac-
tually completed his invention 17 years
earlier."
0+0
For some reason, a bumper sticker
dreamed up by Friends of Animals,
Inc., rubs us the wrong way. It reads:"
"Caution, I brake for animals."
Who doesn't brake for animals? It's a
purely instinctive reaction, even for
inexperienced motorists, and has
nothing to do with one's feelings for or
against four-legged critters who sud-
denly dart into the road. The trouble is
that it has been known to have
catastrophic consequences for the two-
legged variety.
If the people who sport this bumper
sticker are telling us that they love
animals, fine, so do we.
If they are telling us that they will
make every reasonable effort, with due
regard for the safety of themselves and
other motorists, to avoid hitting some
unfortunate, confused animals in their
path, fine, so will everyone else who is
not a dedicated sadist.
But if they are saying that they would
deliberately invite a rear-end collision
by slamming on their brakes to spare
an animal, with total disregard for the
'14'..."141r1
t.
safety of others, we just hope that when
they do the guy behind them isn't
driving a semi.
0+0
What are the politicians going to use
for money to pay for all the "goodies"
they will be promising voters in the
political campaign?
If they say, soak the rich, don't
believe them.
The Chamber of Commerce of the
United States estimates that the "full-
employment" Humphrey-Hawkins bill,
which supposedly would guarantee a
job to all adults who wanted a job - at
taxpayers' expense - would cost from
$34 billion to $54 billion.
Public service jobs, for example,
average $8,000 a year, and in order to
pay _prevailing wages, it would be
necessary for the government to pay an
average of $12,500 a year for public
works jobs.
If thagoverament were -to tax away
every 'cent that anyoneearned over
850,000 per year, a Chamber economist
calculated, it wouldn't be enough
money to pay the cost of this one
program. Such a tax would result in
only $32 billion in additional revenues.
Nor would it pay off the estimated
federal deficit for fiscal 1977, which will
be more than 850 billion.
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Sunday, Nov. 21, 1976
1-4:30 p. m.
Starting our sixth year
FREE CARNATIONS FOR THE LADIES
Refreshments
Select Decorator Ornaments From Our Tree
Kathy Sue Jackson
Miss Kentucky United Teenager
Will Be Present To Greet You
Be Sure To Register For A Fresh Flower Centerpiece
DISCOUNT
November 21 through December 24
15% on all Cash & 10% on Credit Cards




Place your orders early for Poinsettias
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Visitors View Peoples Bank North Office
Bank employes Anna Bailey, left, and Ewing Swann, right, and
photographer Joel K. Zibelin discuss portraits with a visitor.
Visitorsgoing in the entrance of the North Offu t.
Pow
William M. Boyd, bank president, presents the. ribbiin of 197
$2 bills to Mr. and Mrs. Sheila Harper, the first people 
through
the doors at the Open House.
Mrs. Jane Boyd, wife of bank president William 
Boyd, talks with
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch, a director, while 
Anne Doran,
wife 'of chairman of the board -H Glenn 
Doran talks with
William E. Dodson.
H. Glenn Doran, right, chairman of the 
board of the bank, talks
with Royce Gregory and Jim Rieke, presi
dent and chairmao of
/the board respectively of 
Peoples first National Bank of
Paducah.
Betty Sue Atkins, Joann Cavitt and Ola Mae Roberts, bank em-
ployes, serving refreshments.
Bank officer Ray Brownfield, right, gree
ts Pren-
tice Dunn. •
President William Boyd talks with im
Waller, a consultant with Bank Builders
Corporation. •
Bank em oye Shirley Russell shows the.porth
• office vault to Francis Erwin.
William E. Dodson introducing a guest to bank
employe Susan Cunningham.
Guests register for door prizes.
Bank president William M. Bond t uls the rib-
bon of $2 bills with an assist from Chamber of
Commerce esecutiye secretary James John-
son while chairman of the board H. Glenn
Doran looks on.
Shirley Doran, who staffs the drive-in window
at the North Office, talks with Chuck Record
and Howard Gray of the Citizens Bank of
Paduralv.
Some of the more than 3,000 visitors to the bank during the
open house relax in the Community Room of the North Office.
This color tv, a door prize at the opening, was won by Tina Rat- .
terree of 712 Elm Street.
Ruby Herndon and Whir Hum-
phries, bank employes. — 4
\,
-11
kat h Jac kson, Miss hunItick . United 1 eegager,
talks with Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwooa Crouch ind Mrs.
H. T. Waldrop. Mr. Crouch and Mrs. Waldrop's
husband are directors of the bank
Photos By Everett Hart
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Cinderella Frankfort Club To
Meet Talented Fort Campbell
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. i AP —
Frankfort Coach Raymond
Webb will be first to admit
that he didn't expect to ,be
coaching his football team this
late in the year. But he is, as
Frankfort prepares for this
weekend's Class A semifinal




-We felt we had a shot at
our district but we certainly
never thought it would turn
out as well as it has so far,"
said Webb.
Frankfort stumbled Ao
losses in three of iti-fifst five
games and was virtually given
up for dead by midseason. But
the Panthers have since
Ma••••
LEAPING HIGH—Center Felicia Pinner leaps high into the air
to grab one of her nine rebounds in the takers' 57-42 win over
Reidland. Others in the picture include Julia Robinson (20),
Lours Bennett (52), Collenn Sturmo (54) and Rose Ross (22).









FOUR EVEREADY AA BATTERIES,
1-1--• TO TURN YOU ON (Offer wiredio)
SONY REPS WILL DISCUSS PRODUCTS ALL DAY SATUR-





Best Seafood and Steaks






No Extra Charge For
Party Arrangements
Just Menu Price
Open 4:00 PM Daily
• A
carved out seven consecutive
victories, including last
Friday's shocking 16-8-upset of
top-ranked Harrodsburg.
While Frankfort tries to
keep its string of upsets
growing, top-ranked Trinity,
12-0 and ranked first in. The
Associated Press' -final
regular season Jefferson
County poll, will be trying to
knock off second-ranked St.
Xavier, the team that has won
the last two Class AAAA
football titles.
The key to Saturday's
Trinity-St. Xavier struggle
appears to be St. X quar-
terback Rick Buehner, an
uncanny engineer of the veer
offense when _ he can avoid
injuries.
Once again, Buehner will be
coming off an injury when St.
X takes the field Saturday
night.Buehner who threw a
touchown pass and ran for a
score in a 27-7 dismantling of
third-ranked Bishop David
last weekend, injured a knee
on the first play of the second
half and sat out the rest of the
game.
Buehner is expected to be
ready for Trinity, and
Trinity's effectiveness against
the slick senior quarterback
will probably determine if
Kentucky will crown a new
Class AAAA champion this
year.
In the State AAAA division,
Henderson County, 12-0 after
upsetting top-ranked Bowling
Green 7-3 last week, takes on a
Franklin County team that
has rebounded well after a
midseason slump. Hit by the
flu bug, Franklin County
dropped three straight
games; when good health
returned, the Flyers ripped off
five consecutive wins, in-
cluding a 22-0 blanking. of
Bullitt Central in a first round
playoff game.
The other Jefferson County
AAAA playoff game matches
fourth-ranked Seneca, 11-0,
against Fairdale, While
Lexington Tates Creek meets
Ashland in the other State
AAAA contest.
Next week's AAAA play will
feature the State AAAA and
Jeferson County AAAA final
with those two winners
moving toward a Dec. 4 qiatch
in Lexington for the Kentucky
"big schtol" title.
Seneca eliminated fifth-
ranked Pleasure Ridge Park
10-0 while Fairdale eased past
Fern Creek 20-16. Tates Creek
upset third-ranked Lexington
Lafayette 21-8 in last week's
playoff opener and Ashland
popped Boone County 20-7.
In other playoff action this
weekend:
—Class AAA: Top-ranked
Erlanger Lloyd, 12-0, visits
Belfry, 8-2, while Union
County, a surprise 21-0 winner
over third-ranked Franklin-
Simpson, meets a Shelby
County team that sidelined
second-ranked Danville 14-7.
—Class AA: Top-ranked
Mayfield, a 48-6 winner over
previously unbeaten
Edmonson County last
weekend, takes on unbeaten
Bardstown, 11-0, which
eliminated defending Class
AA champion Scott County 7-0.
In the other semifinal, Corbin,
9-1, visits Whitesburg, 11-2.
—Class A: Bellevue, 7-4, is
at third-rated Paintsville, 10-1.
The survivors in this
weekend's Class AAA, AA and




AA and A title games will be
played Nov. 26 and the AAA
game on Nov. 27.
Young Players Outstanding In
Laker Girls! Opening Victory.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Plans are being discussed
for a football team in the
future at Calloway County
High School.
The Lakers already have
one. They are the girls'
basketball team that made its
season debut Thursday night
with a convincing 57-42 win
over Reidland in Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
—First of all, there were 15
players in the contest for the
Lakers. There are probably
some football teams that don't
play any more people than
that.
—Secondly, the Laker girls
were rough. They dove on the
floor when the basketball was
loose, they scrapped and
fought under the boards for
the entire 32 minutes.
—The Laker girls were
quick, running for the entire
game, applying fullcourt
pressure even when they were
ahead by as much as 20 points.
There was only one bad
thing about the Laker girls.
They couldn't hit their free
throws. Calloway went to the
line 44 times in the contest and
hit just 15 charity tosses.
-They are going to be
shooting free throws all
weekend," Laker Coach
Marianne Davis said.
"We had been shooting 65 to
.70 per cent in practice. It was
just the pressure of playing
their first game. Play got a
little ragged at times but all in
all, I feel we did an out-
standing job for our opening
game," Davis added.
Sophomore center
Stephanie Wyatt sparked the -
Lakers all evening. Many
times, she batted away
Reidland passes while she
played the front of the press.
Not onlytdid she sparkle on
defense, but Wyatt also
sparkled on offense, firing in
12 points, most of which came
on offensive rebounds. She
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game-high 11 rebounds as the
Lakers enjoyed a comfortable
rebounding edge in the game.
Sharing scoring honors with
Wyatt was sophomore guard
Rose Ross who had 12 points
and played an outstanding
defensive game, coming up
with numerous steals on the
press as did backcourt
companion Susie Imes, a
junior guard.
A 15-footer by Patricia
McKenzie with 7:00 left in the
first period broke a 2-2
deadlock and gave the Lakers
the lead for good. Freshman
center Mina Todd hit on a
layup and Imes followed with
a fastbreak bucket off a steal
and the Laker girls were off
and running with an 8-2
cushion.
Leading 15-11 with less than
a minute. left in the opening
period, the Lakers scored the
final four points with Todd
hitting on a tip and Ross hit a
five-foot jumper to make it a
19-11 Laker lead at the end of
the quarter.
_ jot _seconds _ tnto the
second period, Ross hit again
from the close range and
junior center Felicia Pinner
added a free throw to give
Calloway a 22-11 lead with 7:07
left in the half.
By intermission, the Lakers
held a comfortable 31-17
bulge.
In the third period, Cbach
Davis had players running in
and out throughout the eight
minutes and it was quite a ,
puzzle for the Reidland
players to figure out who they
were supposed to be guarding,
Going into the last frame, it
was a 45-25 contest.
The takers had an oddity of
some sorts in the fourth
period; a pair of three-point
plays were made. The first
three-point play came at the
412 mark by freshman Penny
Oi.erbey and it gave the
Lakers_ a 52-29 lead, the
largest of the night.
FROSH IN ACTION— A pair of Laker freshman girls, who ploy
varsity boll, mix it up under the basket. Kim Willie (25) grabs
the rebound while teammate Melissa Miller (30) watches. In
the picture for Reidlond are Julio Robinson (20) and Lours Ben-
nett (52).




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
I' IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
The second three-point play
came by freshman Mary
Wagoner in the final minutes
and that left Calloway with a
57-37 lead. The Greyhounds
scored the last five points of
the contest to make the final
margin 15 points.
Laura Bennett scored 19
points for Reidland to take
game honors in the scoring
department.
One other Laker hit in
double digits, that being fresh-
man center Mina Todd who
had an outstanding game. She
also grabbed off eight
rebounds.
Felicia Pinner scored just
three points but grabbed nine
rebounds.
"I was pleased with our
defense, particularly our
press," Coach Davis said.
"I thought our weak point
was our shot selection. We had
a tendency to rush our shots a
little and I don't think, we took
our best shots.
"I was really pleased with
my freshman girls. They
didn't shrink away from the
action at 111. 'Melissa Miller
came in and had two or three
rebounds and a couple of
points and she came up with a
couple of big steals in just a
short period of playing time.
"Another pair of freshmen,
Kim Willie and Mary
Wagoner, also did very well on
the boards for kis. Todd
probably played the best
defensive game for us."
Though the group of fresh-
men were outstanding, it was
the two sophomores, Wyatt
and Ross, who earned most of
the praise.
"Ross did an outstanding
job offensively and defen-
sively. She was keying on
everyone. But if I had to pick a
star of the game, it would have
to be Wyatt. She really took' a
beating inside, the game was
quite rough. But she stayed in
there for most of the game and
just did a super Jo)) for us,"
Davis added.
The Laker girls are now 1-0
on the season while Reidland
drops to 0-2. The Greyhounds
had dropped a previous 50-43
contest- to Ballard Memorial,
whom the Laker girls will host
in Jeffrey Gymnasium
Monday night.
In the freshman boys'
contest Thursday, Calloway
absolutely murdered , a
hapless Reidland team by a
57-20 count.
Guard Guy Furr, getting
many of his points off the





Sunday, Nov. 21 2:00 P.M.
$5.00 Per Couple
Door Prizes
Come in or call-in to enter
Corvette Lanes
7:):1-2202
17 points while forward Keith
Edwards tossed in 12 points.
Guard Gary Emerson just
missed double digits with
eight as did center Terry
Paschall, who also scored
eight.
The Laker frosh will also
play Ballard Monday, with the
game starting at 6:30 p.m.
FRESHMAN GAME
Reidland 6 8 3 3-20
Calloway 16 9 18 14-57
Reidland (20) — Cope 2,
Grogah 4, Knecht 6,
DeMumbree 3, Quertermous
2, Nichols 1 and Land 2.
Calloway (57) — Furr 17,
Emerson 8, Overby 3, Thorn,
Graham, Edwards 12,
Paschall 8, Lamb 2, Scott 7
and Barger.
fg ft pf tp
Bennett 8 3 3 19
Sturma 2 1 1 5
McConnell 0 0 4 0
Robinson 1 1 5 3
Hendrix 0 0 4 0
Reid  1 1 5 3
Sellars  1 2 2 4
Burnett 0 0 1 0
Manrbon 0 6 5 6
I•3 w leo 0 2 0 2
Totals  13 16 34 42
Camay
lg ft pf tp
Rosa 4 4 3 12
Im 
Ptmer 0 3 2 3
es 
2 2 3 4
Todd 4 2 2 10
P. McKenzie 2 1 1 5
0 0, 3 0WyattM.littcKetzde 
5 r o 12
Winchester 0 0 1 0
1Overbey  1 2 r
Overbey ....... 1 1 1 3
Willie 0 0 1 0
Miller  1 0 4 2
Wagoner  1 1 1 3
Redden 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
WiTiscZls 21 15 24 57
11 6 8 17-42
19 12 14 12-57
Reidland
Calloway
If you can put
your feelings into words,
we'll give you
a place to put them.
Create a gift. Write something on a Speidel4Iden-
tification Bracelet — o zodiac sign, a phone num-
ber, something only you could say to only him. Over
40 styles for men and women from $5.95 to 519.95.
We make them really beautiful You make them
beautifully real.
Lindsey's Jewelers




warm and cozy all winter and save
heat bills too with a brick or stone
wood-burning fireplace.
ORDER YOUR FIREPLACE BY 
iest
fit





with purchase of any
BRICK or STONE wood burning
fireplace installed- now thru
December 15th.
TURN YOUR FIREPLACE INTO
A FUEL SAYING FURNACE.
First time evadable.
For exist's, fireplons purchase HEAT BOX for only S119.95
INSTALLATION DATE PLANNED TO
FIT YOUR CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE!
CONTRACTORS .. We install or you install!
Come by our showroom and see the beautiful styles and sizes to fit any building
or decorating scheme. Plus a complete line of glass screens and accessories for



























2 10 and in turn, is being pulled down herself as a Reidlond Meyer fouls. Watching ore Pam Lawless





























TOUGH UNDERNEATH—Stephanie Wyatt (32) of the Laker' winces as she pulls down the bell
(Stiff PA•tos by Ma. Bralethee)
Racers And Hilltoppers Set
To Clash Saturday Afternoon
By JOE TOM ERWIN
"They are a lot better than
they were earlier in the
season," Murray State coach




in their lineup, discovered a
new quarterback, and they're
playing well. I was really
impressed with them against
Akron last Saturday."
The Hilltoppers lost 29-16 to
Akron, ranked fifth nationally,
but they didn't give up a
touchdown the second half and
they moved the ball ex-
ceedingly well. The "new"
quarterback, Doug Bar-
tholomew, a sophomore,
completed 15 of 23 passes for
285 yards and 2 touchdowns.
The- Toppers had 80 yards
rushing for a total offense of
365 yards. -
Western enters Saturday's
game, the last of the season
for both teams, with a 4-4-1
overall record and a 3-3-0 Ohio
Valley Conference record.
Murray is 4-6 overall and 3-3 in
the OVC. The winner of the
game, which will begin at 1:30
p. m. in Murray's Roy Stewart
Stadium, will be assured of at
Marty Jaggers Becomes
Second Western Recruit
Bowling Green, Ky. — Marty Jaggers, an outstanding
quarterback and linebacker for Trigg County High School,
has become the third generation in his family to play football
at Western Kentucky University.
The younger Jaggers follows in the footsteps of both his
father, current Trigg County Head Coach Joe Jaggers, and
his grandfather, Dr. C. H. Jaggers, in casting his lot with the
Hilltoppers. In addition, his uncle, Johnny Jaggers, was also
a Hilltopper standout of a few years ago.
Marty, 6-1, 190 pounds, was a three-year starter at Trigg
county, where he passed for 3,802 career yards and connected
on 33 touchdown passes.
This past season he passed for 1,166 yards and added 400
more on the ground for a total offense of 1,566 yards.
"And passing, the football is not all he can do," said
Western Kentucky Head Coach Jimmy Feix. "He was his
team's leading tackler and pass interceptor, as well.
"He has an abundance of all-around athletic ability. He'll
be a solid addition to our program."
Marty has already been named to the All-Western Ken-
tucky Conference team.
He is, the ifilltoppers' second signee of the current
recruiting season. They earlier signed tailback-linebacker
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A GREAT VALUE!
least a third place finish in the
OVC.
The Hilltoppers have
averaged 255.5 yaras total
offense for the season and
have given up an average of
269.9. Murray has averaged
168.5 yards total offense-and
given up 285.6. Bartholomew,
one of four quarterbacks
Western has used this season,
has completed 28 of 42 passes
for 476 yards and 3 touch-
downs. The leading Topper
receiver is Billy Lindsey with
28 catches for 322 yards and 1
score. The leading Western
rusher is Jimmy Woods with
758 yards in 205 carries.
Murray quarterback Mike
Dickens has completed 58 of
148 passes for 647 yards and 3
touchdowns. Tight end David
Thomas and wide receiver
Gary Brumm have each
caught 17 passes. The leading
Racer rusher, Tony Franklin,
will miss the game with an
injury as will defensive tackle
Bruce Martin. Franklin, who
had 280 rushing yards in 97
carries, broke an arm against
Austin Peay two weeks ago.
Martin injured a knee in the
same game and has sincetad
surgery.
Saturday's game should see
good match-ups in both
panting and place kicking.
The Hilltopper punter Walt
Herod has averaged 41.2 on 72
punts, Murray's Wes
Ftirgerson 40.8 on 81. Western
kicker Dave Betz is the
team's leading scorer with 8
field goals and 8 extra points.
Murray's Hank LaGorce is
also his team's leading scorer
with 9 field goals and 6 extra
points.
Both teams have depended
largely on their defenses this
year. Top defensive men for
the Hilltoppers are Biff Madon
-with 79 tackles and 55 assists,
Tony Towns with 68 and 48,
Reginal Hayden with 61 and
28, and Carl Estelle with 40
and 28. Towns has 17 tackles
for losses and Hayden 16.
Town leads the Toppers in
fumble recoveries with 3 and
Estelle has the most in-
terceptions with 3.
Murray's leading tacklers
are Al Martin with 66 and 28,
Bruce Martin 58 and 25, Bobby
Craig 58 and 24, Chuck Wempe
42 and 32, and Kevin Whitfield
51 and 34.
Al Martin has 12 tackles for
losses and Bruce Walker leads
the Racers in both fumble
recoveries (6) and in-
terceptions (5).
Murray has beaten Western
only once in the last seven
games and trails in the series
22-14-6. However, in the last
game at Murray, the Racers
won 9-7. The Hilltopgreq won
19-0 last year at Bowling
Green.
FARM BUREAU, ORANGES & GRAPEFRUITS
FROM FLORIDA
DETACH AND MAIL TO YOUR COUNTY FARM BUREAU BY DEC. 1, 1916
309 Maple, Murray, Ky. 42011
Pleas* enter my order for:
. °moles, 4/5 1141







Case PllitheasIty Freres Orange Juice, 24112 Os. Cams 
Casa • 100masity Freami Grapefrvit *ice, 24/12 Oz. Cane 
• May be diluted with 5 cans of watei.
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Men
Dick Overby .... ...... 232































Peggy Potts . ... ......... .. 469
Nancy Todd , 415
Jane 411

















Nancy Todd * 156
Vickie Holland  136
Jane Houghton  136





Crucial Days Ahead For Ulcers
Tonight marks the beginning of an extremely important
v‘eekend for Coach Robert Slone and his Calloway County
Lakers.
The young Lakers dropped a heartbreaking 69-67 contest
last Friday to Carlisle County. in the season opener for both
clubs. Nothing helps a young team like getting a couple of
early wins.
The first Laker win will come tonight when Calloway
hosts Cuba. a team which has been scoring about 35 points
per game while giving up around 80.
9n Saturday, the Lakers go to Livingston Central. That
game would have to be rated as a tossup. Livingston fell by
seven points on their own court to St. Mary, a team which
Calloway beat in the jamboree at Carlisle County two
eeks ago.
r.
This past Tuesday, Livingston won 83-65 at Wingo, which
is certainly not a bad club. If the Lakers could win Satur-
day, then they could be 2-1 going into Tuesday's contest in
Jeffrey Gymnasium against a rebuilding Hickman County
team.
So the next few days could be a key in determining the
success of the Lakers for the rest of the season.
Across town, Murray High is being hampered by illness
and injury.
Two starters are not able to play. Lindsey Hudspeth was
injured in the last football game of the year and is now out
for at least a month.
Starting guard Bret Harcourt is sidelined with
inerionueleosis b4-the Tigers appear tebe deep inguarda—
In all probability, the Tigers will go with Raymond Sims
and Bill McHugh at guards Saturday night when Murray
meets Reidland in the Tilghman jamboree.
Andrea Perry will start at center for the Tigers with
Frank Gilliam and probably Willie Perry at forwards.
Richie Richardson may be starting at guard and
sophomore leaper Ed Harcourt could possibly start at for-
ward. Both played considerably in a scrimmage game
earlier this week.
Eastern Win Over Morehead
Would Wrap Up League Crown
By The Associated Press
Eastern Kentucky guns for
the Ohio Valley Conference
football title and a possible
post-season NCAA playoff
spot when the Colonels en-
tertain Morehead Saturday.
A victory would assure
Eastern its sixth OVC title and
push the Colonels into strong
contention for the playoffs
They are ranked fifth
nationally in the latest NC'AA
poll. •
An Eastern loss, coup el:1
with a Tennessee Tech victors
over Middle Tennessee, %A ould
leave both teams with fma: 5-
conference marks.
The conference title ould
be Eastern's sixth.'
Other OVC games Saturday
are Western Kentucky at
Murray, Middle Tennessee at
Tennessee Tech and Austin
Peay at East Tennessee.
The Tech-Middle Tennessee
game will be the 52nd in a
long, bitterly-fought series
between the two. Tech has
won seven of the last eight to
build a 25-19-7 edge in the
rivalry.
The winner of the Western-
Murray game will be assured
of at least third place in the
conference.
The games close the season
•
forall OVC teams except East
Tennessee, which ends the
campaign next Saturday at
the University of Tennessee-
Chattanooga.
, In the only other game
involving a Kentucky school,
Kentucky State ends a
disastrous season by en-
tertaining Maryland-Eastern
Shore.




Georgetown completed a 7-
2-1 campaign by • outscoring
Gardner-Webb 6041 while
Centre fell 28-0 to Kenyon. The
Colonels' nonetheless, finished
5-4 to post their first winning
record since 1969.
Kentucky State, which has
suffered five losses and a tie in
its last six outings, will be




overall, have been inept '.4-
iensively during the six-game
dry spell and consistent im-
provement by the defensive
unit has gone for naught.
Last week's 24-7 loss to
Alabama State is a case in
point.
Alabama State gained just
127 offensive yards, but scored
its points on a blocked punt,' ;
two fumbles and a pass in-
terception to overcome the
'Bred defensive effort.
GOLF
APOPKA, Fla. — Jim Dent
of St. Petersburg shot a seven-
under par 65 for a Seven-
stroke lead after two rounds of
the $15,000 Florida PGA
Championship.
NISHINOMAYA, Japan —
Japan's Haruo Yasuda's 140
gave him a two-stroke lead
after, the second round of the
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Murray does not open its season until a November 30 date
at Trigg County. It will probably be after Christmas before
the Tigers are able to roll at full strength.
Predictions
The football predictions for the season wound up an in-
credible 94-13. There is absolutely no way in the world I'll
ever have another season like that.
Last year in basketball, I finished with a record of 170-71,
which is slightly over .700 and it would be remarkable to
achieve that percentage this season considering the
weakness of the Region.
Predicting games gets tough when two weak teams or
two very mediocre teams play: Baksetball is much tougher
to predict than football. There are so many variables. -
One injury in basketball can doom a team, in football, one
injury usually doesn't kill a team. Crowds and homecourt
advantages also mean mulch more in basketball.
will begin my basketball predictions when the football-
playing schools open their cage seasons.
Special Salute
Four members of the Murray State football team _deserve
a speeial salute.
Those four, Bernie Behrendt, Al Martin, Buff Fritz and
Chuck Wempe, have all been five-year men.
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THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER 1, TIMES
Baptist
SUO ITS t ;ROVE
Wor,lup Sirs ice II :00 a.m
t:‘ vnim: Worship 6.30p.m
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship 11 00am
Evening Worship 6 30p
First Baptist
Morning Worship 10 45a m
Evening Worship 7 OOP m.
West Fork
Morning Worship 11.00 a. m
Sunday Evening 6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p m
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship 11 00 a. m
Evening Worship 6-45 p.m
Northside
Morning Worship 11 00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7 00 p. m
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship 11 00 a. m
Evening Worship 7.30p. m
Poplar Springs
sAorning Worship 11.00 1-
Evening Worship 6:30p
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship 10.45 a m.
Evening Worship 7 :00 p m
Blood River
Morning Worship 11 00 a
Evening Worship 6:30p
Kirksity Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00 a m.
Evening Worship 7: 30 p m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship 10 -50 a. m
Evening Worship 6:000.m
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship ii 006. m.
Evening Worship 7.00 p m.
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship 1103 a. m.
Evening Worship 6:45 p.m.
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Elm Grove
Morning•Worship 11:00
Evening Worship 7:00p. m.
Salem Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p. m.
Sugar Creek
Morning Worship 11 : 00 •. m.
Evening Worship 715p.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship 11:00a. m
Evening Worship 5.30 p.m
Mount Horn's Freewill Baptist
Sunday School 9:30a. m.
Worship 11:00 am.
Lone Oak Primitive
1st Sunday 2:00p. m.
3rd Sunday 10:304.m.
Old Salem Baptist
Sunday School 10:00 a. rn.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
Vesper Service 5:00p. m.
Coldwater
MOrning Services 11:00a.m.
Evening Services 6: 00 p m.
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
Locust Grove
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 1000 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Ledbitter Missionary Baptist
Sunday School 10a. m.
Preaching 11 a. m
Wed. 7 p. m.
111
m.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Morning Worship 11 a m
Evening Worship 7 o m
St. John Baptist Church
Morning Worship 10 45
Sunday School 9.30
















Evening Worship 7 OD p. m.
Pentecostal
Aims Heights
Morning Worship 11 00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:30p.m.
United, New Concord
Sunday School 10.00 a. m.
Worship Services Ile. m., 7 p. rn.
Calvary Tempts
Sunday School 1000a. m.
Worship Services 11 a. m
First Assembly of Gee
Sunday School 10:00
Morning Worship 11:00
Sunday Evening 7 00 p. m, Thurs.
ni•er 7 00 p. m.
United, Ile Intim Ave.
Sunday School 10:00a. ni.
Evening Worship 700 p. rn•
Onwards Chapel
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Worship Service li 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 30p.m.
First United
Sunday Worship 10.00 a m & 700 p.m
Tues. & Thurs 7 00p. m.
Christian
First Christine- •
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m
Church of Jesus Chirst
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10 -45 a in
St. Lao Catholic Church
Sunday Mass $ a.m., 11 am, 4:30 p.
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 p m.
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
Ky., Sundays 11:00 a. m. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday I p. m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower 10:304. m.
Bible Lecture 9:30a. m.
Wyman's Chapel A. M. E.






Morning Worship 10:30 •. m.
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School Sat. 10 304 m.
Worstup Semler Sat. 9.1Ta m
The Advent of Christ
The fourth Sunday before Christmas is called Advent Sunday. h la a time to anticipate the
birthday of Jesus Christ.
You can celebrate Advent by making • wreath with your family. Any kind of long-lasting
pd.will da, even plastic greens can be used. Place Jour purple candles (symbolizing
the royalty of Christ) around the wreath-In dirk-enter, place a white candle (symbolizing
the purity of (unit). The while dandle is called the Christ candle.'" -••
Each Sunday before Christmas, hold • family worship service. Reed the dory of the Advent
of Christ in the gospels, and each week light one of the four purple candles. On Christmas
lee light the Christ needle and read the story of His. birth from the Glide.
V-yost find that each year Christmas ha. less meaning, this is one way you and your family
can return to the real significance of the Holiday season. Another way is to ettend the
special services at your church. Celebrate the Advent of Christ in your home and in the
church of your choke.







Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
Grams Plain
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

















Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
Friendship
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.








Kit-buy Church of Christ
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50a.m.











Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship
Service 9:00 am. every *their
Sunday
North Pleasant Grove
Sunday School 9:41.5 a.m.
Worihip Wyk, 11:03a.m.
Oak Grove
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.





Church School if:30 a.m.
Worship &WV ice 10:45 a.m.
Methodist
Hazel Methodist Church




Worship Service 11 a m., lit Syn.
day, 1000 a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday
School 10 00 a.m.. 2nd & 4th
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Sorvic• 9:30a m.
Sunday School 10- 30 a.m.
Geed Shepherd United
Worship Service 11:00• m.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
independence Wilted
Sunday School 10:00 • .m
Morning Worship 11 00a m.
Kitts's Wilted
Sunday SCh001 10.00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
Coking/atm United
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday. 10:03 a.m. 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. lit & 2nd
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th Sun. 
lay
Temple Hill United





Sunday School 10.00 •.m.
Morning Worship 1100 •.m.
Goshen Methodist
Worship Service 11 00 a
Bole S'udY 6 30p
Lynn Grove
Worship Service 9 45,3 in
Cole's Camp Ground
WOrShip SKY iCe 10110 a.m.
Denter-Hardin United
Worship Service . 10 :CO a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundoyi, 11:00a.m.
lit I. 3rd & 4th Sunday
Mt. Itstbron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-10:00 am. 2,18; 3rd, I. 4111
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd So
4th Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday
Waymen Chapel
AMIE Church
A4ornIng SorvIces 10:45 a.m
Brooks Chapel United
1st So 3rd SundaY 9:30 a.m.
Evening 7:00 p.m
2nd L Oh Sunday 11:00a.m.
No evening Worship
Illetlitil United
1st & 3rd SundaY 11:00a.m.
2nd So Ith Sunday 9:30 a.m
Evening 6:00p.m.
South Plosion' Greve




Morning Worship 9:15 a.m.






Private lemitheat, lasisheass, Ohimers
handay GAM lenehima II to i311
South 12th St 743-56115
Thou Shalt Not Steal
MICHELSON'S .
tf 13e P2.1 • M./ •





- Complete Airtematis Transmission Service
-heat hid Aligameat
- Compete Tems-Ug I ape/ Service -
2095
Kentucky Fried Ckiektst
"It's Finger Licks.' Good' '
Try Our Defames Bed mid Nam Sonshviclies
753 i751 Sycamors at Ink Calll in Order, 753-7101
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
MASSEY PEIGUSDN SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phones 753-1319
Artsetiosm
Nome, • famoder mart hie, Pore.







Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
i'vSIeclI.efS irk nerd 753 1411
The Christian Book Center
Wayne & Cathy Perrin - Owners
- Basks Reterds-Mvsit-Iloals
Omrch Supplies Gifts -
Chelftwe






Tea. Cesapeete Tore Sorrice Coster
PlIr Passenger level A. Farm Tires
401Ir oldwaler Nd 7,33
Grecian Steak House
Tern Andrews - Your Host
We or. ruslaing 'minds 0.d. Men Hoy Thies
Fri., SM., Son.•T-Ilene Shook *Kul
N. 12+6 frt. 641 - Cull iv Orders to 1534419
Murray Auto Parts
Rebwilt Eagines-lhediaton
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
LOS Moots St 753-4424






• 601 South 4th -51-0405
Modernize your furniture with nets
upholstery













Al, Ceedniersing Nesting -Ciininsertiel Infrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
102 Chestnut Phone 753-5151
CiezZY Restaurant
Famous Fish Dinners
Out Hwy. Id at Amara
Thom 474-2202
God Is Love
Murray Memorial Gardens, Inc.






Tubers Body Shop, Inc.
1,, chur, h '
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
44194Mit Cash Prices tor Corn. Wheat S. Soybeans

















403 tilmile Plasm 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
P. L. Fads, GOINITIII Manager
Serving Graves, Callenvey, Marshall, Carlisle CeraMes
Cs, Tema.
753-4351 or 247-4350




North 12th St 753-2221
Winchester Printing Services
Inc.




Open Evenings til 7:00










J.W.Ill I URI ASA--1410
SF WOWS, GOAT RENTALS •
Ky. Loon State Part Ph 174 2245
Shirley's Florist
Gorden Center
Flowers ter all Occasiions
Nouse Plants Landscaping




Ilentrood Ave 753 3404
119
Juanita's Flowors. Inc.
"WHEN YOU NEED FLOWERS-
THINK OF OURS"
't airg 917 Coldwater Rd 7S3-3•10
If God is your partner,
make your plans large
Lynhurst Resort
Col and Mrs Thomas Illrown---Owners




Me Ms Street Priem* 111 lejl
KELLEY'S TERMITE it PEST
CONTROL






kitrrree'l N..t COmpeete D.portm.vl Store
Mass anfts
Freed Cotham Co. Inc.
Ilitaing Air Conditssaing-Sherst Heel
S•1111.001..o. Mono I41,4
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.




Serving Farm Families Sint* 1136
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TV GUIDE SATURDAY, NOV. 20, 1976
WNGE-2 WSIL-3 WSM-4 WTVF-5
6:311 - Searle mesterSe 
WPSD-6 KfVS-12
6:30 - Gospel New
7:00 - Tom IL Jerry
8:00- Jebberjew















FM -Sylvester wed 
Tweet,





4:00 - Mesic Nell
7:00 - Nines & Tele
7: ss - viThe's Mewing '
8:00 -Jahheriew
130- koohyd••
9:25 - Scheelbeuse Rock
9: 30 - Kroft:1s
10:s5_schoolho„, loch
11,00 _ 'Abort Akolohoug
11 :10 - KAA Netball
3:00- KAA Foilsell
6 too - lawreace Wili
7:30-Pink Nether
9:°° - eSrDen
9:30 - Atamster Sewed
10:00- Uri if the Lest








11:00 - fat Albert
ii :30 _ way ow
1200 - Femmes Ties
1:00 -Fee City S




111:00 - Leif Of tIM Lett
11:31-Mg Jaw Little MI6





11110 - Sege Illitel
0:10- Teruo-, .





8:00 -Marshy & Neck
0:00-Mist wanted
10:00 - Newswetch
7:00- Nimes & Toys
7:30- Whis Neppeniag
1:10 -thirsty t Medi
12:30-Cisco °I1
1 '130 - iSePeisall C°311"4
2:00 --21SerW
on
2:00 WTIff Ne- ws
230 - Low Ranger
300 Cal It Mecum.
5:00-Mena
2:30- leetecky Afield
3:00 - Murray KU Chapter
I :011- &id News









900 - Most Wanted
l0:00-News1 : 0-w
1015 -News













6:00 - Nee New
2:00_ Rimy Toe, moon
7:30 - Si Newhert
I:00- AN in N M Family
-8 : XI Ake
3:30- Anima Werkeheft
COS -Semis Ltre & &ester
4:30 - Sever Bowl































, 12:00 -Sock Owens
12:30- With This MINS




7 :00 - News* of 50nshiP
1: SO howl Serwrierr
WSIL-3
700 - Music City:
7:30 -Day of Disceeery
WSM-4
6:50 - fawn Digest
7:00 -Dimensions in Faith
7 :30- Jerry Falwell
W1VF-5
6:00 -Surprise Semester
7: 00 _ yoof awrch
I WPSD-6
TELETHON (Can't)





: Tiptoe7 30 -Carl
cep_ whim go lobo hr,
6:30_ Amos Rohis„








, 8:30 -Space Nuts
i hoo. chow*
-
8 :00- Amazing Greco
I: 36 - Throe Steel's
9:30-Rex Nemberd
1030 - Woodman horriel
11:30- news Cenfereent
12:00 -1SWIDS & AnSeerS
12:30-Sill Settle
I : Train30-Seel
800 - James Robison
11:30-Orel Roberts
9:00-Old Trine Gospel
10:00- Odd kll Couple
10:30- Artimals, Aminels .
: o1055 -Schollseuse Reds
11 issues & Aar.oni,00- 
11:30-Doss hung
12:00 Gilliam
130 - Dey of Discovery
9:00 - Ceintawity Werskip
' .' •9:30-It Is Writteli
10:00 -Ceadi Pencoest
.11:00 - Meet the Press
11:30 - li my Spectres,
12:00-NFL Football
3:00 -Lite,
toe _ 0816 newts
10,022_ yooy a some
10:30
10:30-News
I I :00-401iiss Ass
col_ 1s,
10:09-Camera Three






7:00 -Sonny 4 Cher





11:00- This is the LR•
11:30-NFL Deehleheeder
6:00-Sixty lithistes
7:00 -Sonny & Cher








5:30 - Wild Kingdom
-
_ th„etion






7:110-Six Miami S Men
11:00- AK Movie
30_ 612 6 _
: 
on
I 2: " -US Sen° ReP°11
MO - Weibis wortskop
1330 - Champions
5:30-News






11:0 -Seel et rho thY •
12:15-Plow We New
12:45-News
"0 --C°1°°‘ 21°11 Nird"








I 2: 30 - With This Ring

















11:00 - Not Seat
1130- All My Charms
t 12:00 -Ivens Nolte
- See°12 : Tonal
I Am _520,000 Pyramid
1:30-One life te Live
2:1S -Genera Nespital
WSM-4 1
s:45_ ion ___o_aemae yWeether
5:53-Morning De
5:SS -Job lierket
6:00 _ Rao wory show
3:00 - Illo Teal Show
7:25 -The Scene Today
3030 Ihis T•day Show7: -
I:25 - The Scam Today









COO - C•11t1111 WNW"
9:00-Price Is RightImo_ Gonad
10:30 - Lave Of Live
11:00- T00% °WI"'
WPSD-6






10:00 - Wheel of Fortiate
10:30 -Stmeirs







8:00 - Captain Illeneorimi











. 11:30 - Swards Tweet 12:00-News 1205 - News
12:30-Family hod
1:00-S20,000 Prated
1:30-0m Life te live
2:00 -Goal Hosp.
2:30-I life Live
3:00 -Edge of Kit
3:30-Brady Wadi






4:00 - (M•Th) Theatre
(F) Music
4:30 - Wee Ridge Overtet
5:00- (F) Seel Traits
10:30 -Statapers
11: Skin00-50 Grassi
1130 no NOON Thew: -
12:30-Days ef Ow Lives
200
1 :30- The Doctors
200_ imeows, Wend3:30
300 - Somerset
3:30-Leave It Tis Reaves
4:00 - Ilkiwtscluid
4:31 - Emer gency On*
5:25 - Weather Ripen




1230 - World Turns
1:30 -Gitlin light
2:00 - AN In family









- Gingen' s Island
4:00 -The Brady Bunch
4:30 - It onside
530 - NBC News
6,00 -News
, 12:30 - As WorW Toros
I 30 - &Wing light




4:01) - Beverly iliiibilies
430 - Andy Cniff,'11
500- Tell the Trufe
530 - News
600 -CIS News
6:00 -The Scam at 6 
1.6:00-News









6:30- Tel the Trerth
1 WPSD-6









8:00- The Sig heat
10:00-News
7:00 - Chortle Illini
7:30 -Carnival of Animals
3:00 Mord.
7:00- Neese en Prairie
800- Mon. Mite Movie

















3:30 - All's Fair
9:00 - Executive kite
10:00-News












TV GUIDE TUESDAY,NOV. 23, 1976
WNGE-2
6:30- Treaters Neat
WSIL-3 WSM-4 WTVF-5I WPSD-6 I KFVS-12
7:00-Nappy Days
7:30- Levens* & Shirley







mg _ gem boys
7: XI - Lavinia & Shirley
' 2:420- lia " Peer Mee0:00_71way
7:00-See lee
11:00- Poles Weasel"





6:30- Tel the Truth
7:00 - Nein
3:00- AS' A'S*11












6:30- Name ntin Tue.
7:00- Node
8:00- M•A•S•N

















TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY,NOV. 24 1976
WNGE-2















10:30 - The Imagist Show
12:09- Tomorrow
WTVF-5



































TV GUIDE THURSDAY, NOV. 25, 1976
IWilGE-2
6:30- Name That Tone
WSIL-3







7:00- Winne* TM Pei
730 - IKAA: TBA
10: XI - lie ws watch
11:00- Mary !tortoise

























1:00 - The lig Show
-Porter
' 7:00-wan Dyke
3:0E1- "Captains & legs"
10-00-News
10:30- TIM* Skew
12:00- Temerrevi Show '
6:30 - Wild, WorM of Animals
7:00-The Welton 5




TV GUIDE FRIDAY, NOV. 26, 1976
I WNGE-2 1 
W11-3 WSM-4 WTVF-5 WPSD-6 - 1 2
6:30-Belly Vinton 6:00 - Cedes Pete 7:00 -Senterd mil Sea 6:30-Tel the Truth 6:30- Usti Comers




r00 - IKAA 6:30 - News 11:00 - Redrferd Files 7:30-3,01y %shekel 730-Chic. 700- 
aleirlotte s Web
11:00 - News wide
11: 30 Mary Nwhams
7:00- John Wayne 900 -Service 8:00 - Mei@ 11:00 -Rockford Rims 8:00 - Mane 
,.
8:00 -*CAA football, 10:00-News 10:00-16er+ 9:110- D••• Martin 10:15-N01n-
12:00 - S.W.A.7. 11:00-News 1030 Tonight Sham 10:30 -Genteeke 10:00 - News 10:45- Nevi* 
• •
-Jim
12:00- Midnight Special1:00- Peter Mershiell 11:30 - Movie 11:30 - Ireaside 10:30 - Teaight Slaw 12:45_ News
2:30 - PTL Chi 1:00 - News 12:30 - News 12:00 - Midnightliwitial.
4:30 - Illevrswat di
i
1:00 Sespense Theatre I-
The women's equal rights
movement should take heart
because the two groups that
I'm review* today have
women that .are the lead




singer is none other than the
popular Grace Slick, who was
also lead singer of the Jef-
ferson Airplane of the sixties
and early seventies. Her










1 . 10-Racer Warm•Lip with Keith
Farrell
1 311--Racer Football: Western Ky vs
4.00-Classic; a bi-Cir-




8 00--Sonata dm Camera
10.06-The Early Composers
Noon-International Concert Hall
2 00-Bicentennial Concert: New York
3-00-Speaking of American Music
4.00- NPR Recital Hall (repeat
'5:3e-A:lassies a la Carte
7: 00-N'oices in the Wind
8.00-Folk-Festival -etSA ''The New




7 00--NPR News lk -Closer Look"
7 IS -Morning Air • M-F
8-00.9 00- NPR News ,M-FI
8-05,905- WKMS Local News i
10 00-- Masterworks Showcase M-F
Noon - National Press Club: Sen
Charles Percy is the guest.
7. 00-Options in FiluCation•












For daily listings i1.11-P I, see Mon. Nov
22
12 OS--University Comment
7:01. -Options' "The Roots of the New
Civility: Possibilities for Urban Life in
America"
05-NPR Recital
to 00-hlightflight-Roek • '
TNURS. NOV. 25












10:00-Earplay: "Kowalski's last Chan-
ce.- a comedy about a policeman who
believes in leprechauns and turns New
York City into a rainbow

























Artheriicel Nuili Bender (enter
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S 4th St
Phone 75 3-9868
Record Review
plosive especially on Star-
ship's latest album, "Spit-
fire."
"Spitfire" has a good sound
on the album but a horrifying
cover which depicts an ugly
looking dragon with Grace
Slick on its back.
This is the third album in the
Starship series - the previous
albums being Red Octopus
and Dragon Fly. "Spitfire" is
by far the best of the three.
One reason is that the album
has done extremely well on
the charts and another reason
is the two hit singles "St.
Charles" and "With Your
Love." "St. Charles" starts
off with a heavy sound and
ends in a fade-out. However,
the vocals tem!! to clash a little
bit with the background
vocals. "With Your Love" is a
really outstanding mellow cut
with a twang or two of the
heavy metal guitars.
"Love Lovely Love" is a
good-boogie r- discocut. I
believe Starship sitng this one
on Rock awarlis liter _a znonth
ago. "Song to the Sun:
Ozymandias" is a really way-
out cut with exotic keyboards
and moogs.
Overall, it is an album well
worth buying even if fit is-
unusual.
Heart
There are many new groups
that simply just don't make it.
Heart started like this but
recently their album,
"preamboat Annie" - which
was released a year Igo has
been tops on the charts giving
Peter Frampton a run for his
money.
Heart is a six member group
'which comes from Vancouver,
Canada and weirdly enough
"records for the Mushroom
-label.- Tlie4ead singers of this
group are sisters - Ann and
-Nancy Wilson.
Heart considers themselves
hard rock but they combine a
great deal of folk music as
well. In fact, they sound a
little bit like the Carpenters.
Their latest hit single on the
album is "Magic Man." The
cut is well produced and Ann
Wilson does a great job on the
vocals. The moog synthesizer
is the best I've ever beard on
any song.
The title cut "Dreamboat
Annie" is repeated three
times on the album and each
time is better than the first.
The acoustic guitars rein-
force the fact that this is a
well produced album.
Other good cuts on the
album are "How Deep It








Ws Novo The Top Nits *


















* TV Service Center ***
71: 50:6  * *i
* Control Shopping Center 
:
Special Discount To








`we thr fabulous thing %hitt. stallions pertixiii thr
. Fire and beautiful 'AIRS ABOVE CROUNLY
. As seen in Walt Disney's
MIRA( LE (W THE WHITE STALLIONS
Tuesday, November 30-7:30 PM
West Ky. Livestock and Exposition Center
College Form Road, Murray, Kentucky
Tickets are Available from
Roses ond the West Kentucky Livestock ond Ex-
position Center, Murray; Music Center, Mayfield,
Ky.
General admission tickets $5 50 T,riiers 
purchosed
in advance are for preferred seals -
For additional Information call. 7534890 Group Discounts on
Request'
• Va' "a" r: Me",,a Captor,
• ,a,a Fdlar
• ,^ ' Orle• ̂ a" •
Built-in elecfret condenser microphone
Automatic shut-oft mechanism
maintains optimum rec-ordinq ;eVel. SONY
Attractive chrome and black finish with
carrying case • 4-stay posrter supply
100'. SOlid '
ROtatabre VHF teiescoi.tr.




• 3-spent 13SH auto/min..al turntable
• Automatic/ manual program selector switch
.• Two 2-way speakers
-SONY Pt"...rtable Ractoo-TFAA-3
I • EfruSrril alurmnum '...-!n bt ack trim
• 3:8- H a 3'8 'W el 34.- D
SONY AK-3 Nicad :SONY. PR 150-18 :SONY KVS-30
Battery Pack w/Ac •: Pro Recording Tape Color TV Stand-.
Rechar r- 1800 on 7" Reel
nov,, only 520 r I nova only
with purctsasgOety 2 tapes get 3 FREE: $ $30 when
SAVE oassefle When you buy its. SONY IC 645 :-SAY4 purchas
ed with
recorder-
Tape Deick• - limit • 12 tacket ' 12- color Tv -
SONY Representatives will discuss product
and answer questions all day,Sat., Nov. 20




One of the many honors bestoyed on this year's recipient of the Four Rivers Council Good Scout Award was




WHEREAS, Max B. Hurt has served CMloway County and the 
City of
Murray all his adult life; and
WHEREAS, he is now acting or has acted as Chairman for most of the 
civic
organizations in the County at dile time or another and served on numerous
boards,and commissions without compensation, all of which have co
ntributed
through his efforts to better the living in Calloway County; and
WHEREAS, the Four Rivers Council of the Boy Scouts of America 
have
seen fit to honor Max B. Hurt at a Good Scout Award Dinner on Monday,
November 22, 1976, at Colonial House Smorgasbord, at 7:00 p.m.,
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Robert 0. Miller, County Judge of Calloway 
Coun-
ty, do proclaim the week of November 22, 1976, through Novembe
r 27, 1976,
MAX B. HURT WEEK in Calloway County and urge all good citizens 
to join in
paying thanks and respect to Max B. Hurt for his years of dev
oted and
dedicated service to the citizens of Calloway County, Kentucky.
Given under my hand as Judge this 18th day of November, 1976.
I EXAMINED, APPROVED, CERTIFIED, and ORDERED of 
record this the
_18th day of November, 1976.
VIRGINIA MORGAN, Clerk 






"Good Scouts Make Good Citizens
and Good Citizens Make A Better
Community" will be the theme of a
dinner honoring Max B. Hurt at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord in Murray
on Monday, Nov. 22, at 7 p. m.
Hurt, a native of the Kirksey com-
munity in Calloway County, will be
-presented that night with the ."Good_
Scout Award," an annual award
presented by the Four Rivers Council,
Boy Scouts of America.
This is the second year that the Four
Rivers Council has presented the
award. Last year's recipient was Gov.
Julian Carroll.
-This should be a great opportunity
for all of us to express our appreciation
to Max for his many contributions to the
well being of life in Western Kentucky
for many years," John Williams of
Paducah, chairman of the steering
committee for the event,Said.
-Speakers for the evening include
persons representing the broad spec-
trum of community life touched by Max
Hurt's influence," G. W. Hayden of the
council said.
Speakers for the banquet and their
topics are: Dr. Harry Sparks,
education; Mrs. Betty Lowry, mental-
health, retarded children's association;
Judge Robert 0. Miller, gbvernment
and library; Dr. David Roos, religion;
,uid Dr. William T. Parker, Scouting.
Tickets for the event are now on sale
at Peoples Bank, Bank of Murray,
Hutson Chemical, the Murray-
Calloway County Library and Smith's
Grocery in Kirksey according to ticket
chairman Ed Chrisman. The tickets are
$25 each and are charitable donations,
Chrisman added.
Hurt, who graduated in 1927 in the
second graduating class at what is now
Murray State University, is presently
serving on 17 different boards, agencies
and church groups even though he says
he's "retired."




—Chairman, board of library
trustees, Murray-Calloway County
Library;
—Director and secretary to the
board, Bank of Murray;
—Member executive council, Four
Rivers Boy Scouts of America;
—Second term -member, Governor's
advisory board, State Library and
Archives Administration;--
-Board member, Calloway County
Retarded Children's Association;
—Board member, Calloway County
Mental Health Association;
—Board member from Calloway Co.
on the eight-county district mental
health board;








—Member executive board of pen-
sions for Memphis Conference, United
Methodist Church;
—Director, Jackson Purchase
Federal Land Bank Associations;
—President, Kentucky Federation of
Federal Land Bank Associations;
—Member of elected advisory
committee for Federal Land Bank` of
Louisville:. _
—Member of Kirksey Methodist -
Church administrative board and
member of building and grounds
committee;
—Sunday School teacher for
"Invitational" class, a group of young
adults in the Kirksey community and
Kirksey Methodist Church.
Hurt, who also has a long list of civic
and business endeavors to his credit,'
says he is "enjoying retirement among
familiar and beloved rural scenes,
surrounded by wonderful neighbors and
friends, strengthened by the love of a
close-knit family and the com-
panionship of a truly great wife, blessed
with good health, tolerated by so many,
challenged with the constant need to
improve each shining hour that may
remain in my destiny, and thankful to
God for his countless mercies and
kindnesses."
Everyone in the area is invited to
attend the banquet. "We are hopeful of
having up to 300 people present for the
dinner," Williams said. "This is a
unique opportunity for a number of
people to meet together in Murray to
evidence the geographic spread and
involvement of the Four Rivers
Council," he added.
Five To Pay Tribute At Dinner Monday Night
Dr. David C. Roos
Dr. David C. Roos, minister of the
First Christian Church of Murray, will
pay tribute to Mr. Hurt's contribution to
religion.
Dr. Roos, who has been in Murray for
over five years, received his B. A.
degree from Southwestern Bible
College in Waxahachie, Texas; the M.
Div. equivalent from Brite College,
Texas Christian University; and the D.
Div. degree-from Vanderbilt Divinity
School Vanderbilt University.
He served as minister of the First
Christian Church, Faber“.., Texas for
over five years; minister of the First
Christian Church, San Benito, Texas,
for almost five years; two years as
associate minister of the First
Christian Church of El Paso, Texas and
two years as minister of the Pembroke
Christian Church in Christian County,
Ky.
He held the rank of Captain and
served as Army Chaplain for eleven
years in the U. S. Army Reserve.
In 1959 he was cited as the Out-
standing Lion of the YPar by the
Fabens, Texas, Lions Club. In 1963 he
was named the '`OutstandingTownand
Country Minister" by the Christian
Church of Texas; and in 1967 he was
cited by the Cameron County Board of
the American Cancer Society for the
"Outstanding Service" award.
He is serving as the 1976 fund drive
chairman for the Four Rivers Council
of-the Boy Scouts of America.
Dr. William T. Parker
Dr. William T. Parker, a native of
Murray, will pay tribute to Mr. Hurt's
contribution to Scouting.
Dr. Parker attended Murray High
School and Murray State University.
He received his dehtal degree from St.
Louis University and specialty training
in orthodontics from the University of
Kentucky. He has located his practice
of orthodontics in Paducah.
Dr. Parkew is active in the First
Baptist Church and has bee-7. a Sunday
School teacher there for several years.
He acquired the "Eagle Scout
Award" while a member of Troop 45 in
Murray during the time that Ralph
Wear was Scoutmaster.
Dr. Parker served as an Explorer
advisor for three years in Clanton, Ala.
He also served as Cubmaster of Pack 23
in Paducah for three years and has
served on the executive board for three
years.
Parker is currently serving as
president of the Four RiVers; Council,
Boys Scouts of Nmerica.
Mrs. C. C. (Betty) Lowry
Mrs. C. C. (Betty) Lowry will pay
tribute to Mr. Hurt's contributions to
the mental health-retarded children's
association.
Mrs. Lowry has served as chairman
of the Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health and Mental Retardation
Board and has been active on that
board for many years.
Among other civic service duties to
her credit i:tr•ilt:) past member of the
Murray 
Con 
n Council; secretary of
the Murray Civic Music Association;
volunteer women's advisor for the
Kentucky March of Dimes; coordinator
for the Calloway County Bicentennial
observance; state legislative chairman
for the Kentucky Medical Auxiliary;
past member of the Kentucky Council
on Higher Education; past chairman of
the Calloway County Mental Health and
Mental Retardation Board; and many
other civic endeavors.
Mrs. Lowry has also been extremely
active in the Murray Woman's Club and
is a past president of that organization
in addition to having held several of-
fices in the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, former
president of Murray State University
and current president of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, will pay tribute
to Mr. Hurt's contribution to education.
Dr. Sparks, who retired as MSU's
fifth president in 1973, is a native of
Rockcastle County and graduate cum
laude from Transylvania College. In
1930 he began teaching in Breckinridge
County and by 1936 he was principal
and basketball coach at Irvington High
School. He served in those posts until
1941 and during that time he earned his
master's degree in education from the
University of Kentucky. He then
became principal of the senior high
school at Russell.
During World War II he served in the
U. S. Navy and attained the rank of
lieutenant commander. After the war,
he returned to UK to earn his doctoral
degree and in 1974 was named principal
of Mayfield High School. After one year
at Mayfield he joined the Murray State
faculty.
More than half of Sparks' 43 years of
work in public education were spent in
some kind of association with MSU.
Judge Robert O. Miller
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller will pay tribute to Mr. Hurt's
contribution to government and the
local library.
Judge Miller has served as Calloway
County Judge since 1970. He is
presently also serving as chairman of
the Purchase Area Development
District, vice-chairman of the state
Comprehensive Health Planning
Council, chairman of Health Systems
Agencies West, acting chairman of the
Juvenile Delinquency Committee of the
Kentucky Crime Council, president of
the Kentucky County Judges
Association and chairman of the sub-
committee on county functions of the
Governor's Advisory Task Force on the
Judicial Article.
Judge Miller is a graduate of Hazel
High School, Murray State University
and received his law degree from the
University of Louisville.
In 1962 he was named "Man of the
Year" by the Murray Chamber of
Commerce and in 1972 he was named
"Layman of the Year" by the Kentucky
Medical Association.
He is a member of the Calloway
County Board of Health, the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital Board of
Trustees, the Murray-Calloway County._
Airport Board and the Calloway County
chapter of the American Red Cross.
6
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Let's Stay Well
Skin Cancers and Sunlight Exposure
By
Scientists at the National
Cancer Institute (NCI have now
demonstrated a direct relation-
ship between the rates of skin
cancer in the United States and
exptsure to ultraviolet light in
sunshine. This demonstration
cenfirms the concern that has
been growing over the damage
of skin from excessive sunlight.
' The malignant changes ap.
pear as an increase in all three
of the common varieties of skin
cancer -- basal cell, SglaMOUS
cell and melanoma or pig-
mented tumors. These latter
ones are less frectient but highly
dangerous arid often fatal.
The additional pigment in the
skin of blacks appears to give
them some protection agiunst
sunlight. They have fewer skin
cancers than whites.
Fortunately, skin malignan-
cies are the most curable form of
cancer. They are also the most
numerous, totaling about 300,000
new cases in this country each
year. _
NCI staff reports were based
on data compiled in 1974. Instru-
ments measured the ultraviolet
light at all hours in 10 observato-
ries operated by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration.
Sunlight measurements






Let et =We pis
Mrs. KOStrys Ovflemil
Pima* 753-3•15
lle• lass WO • be MM.
radiation was mail inteilse from
11 a.m. to 2 pmlocal standard
time. Measurements were high-
est during the sununer months
In addition to these radiation
measurements, the scientists
also collected published infor-
mation regarding the occur-
rence of skin cancers as re-
ported in rune areas covered by
the Third National Cancer
Survey of the NCI. The observers
concluded that the incidence of
skin cancer was directly related
to the amount of ultraviolet
radiation a person might receive
over a period of tune, but the
authors cautioned that other fac-
tors had also to be considered,
such as climatic conditions, the
amount of exposure from outside
work, ethnic background and
movement from we location to
another.
These findings add signifi-
cance to concern about maw
depletion which may increase
the amount of ultraviolet rays in
siallight. These results should
make as more cautious regard-
ing the protection of our skin
against excessive exposure in
our work and play.
Q. Mrs VD.'s nephew, a child.--
who lives in a distant city is sup-
posed to have had a stroke. She
expresses anuaement and won-
ders if strokesoccur in children.
A. Childhood strokes occur.
Fortunately, they are fairly un-
common. The seventy depends
on the came, such as an abnor-
mal blood vessel that breals,
congenital heart disease, defects
in blood clotting, certain dis-
eases-of the blood -
leukemia) and other causes. The
treatment and outlook depend
on the cause.
Q Mr. H.Q. states that he is
noticing more advertising on the
advantages of using muff or
chewing tobacco over smoking
it. He asks if the nonsmoking
uses have health risks.
A:. Using tobacco by chewing
it or "dipping" it in the form of
snuff should not be regarded as
harmless. In these forms, tobac-
co has a locally irntating effect
on the lining tissue of the mouth.
Chronic use can result in a
thickening and whitish change
ileultoplatua precancerousi on
the gums, tongue or cheek and
even cancers.
Chewing tobacco has an
abrasive effect that wears teeth
and damages their enamel.
which can lead to tooth loss
Nicotine in these tobacco prod-
ucts is toxic and habitfonnuig
and is absorbed through the
mucous membrane or from the
intestinal tract after swallowing.

















Rolls Delicious Butter Flake




SPECIAL - 3 albums free with any Sony EX 
series stele*
system!










































































Line Of Tonka Toys
Archie Bunker's Grandson
Joey StIvle"
A cute 14 drink and
wet Baby Boy Doll anatomi-
tally correct—with rooted
blonde hair and a winning
smile Comes with bottle dia-








Mkghty Tonka Loadee Bucket
scoops. raises and unloads




SONY REPS WILL FLOOR 
QUESTIONS SAT.
NOV. 20th. OPEN: 9-:30M-SAT. .1411
 MAIN
•
Roses Lay-A-Way Dept. is located in the Toy Department for your shopping
convenience. Lay-A-Way Now! Don't get caught in the Christmas Rush!
•









All The Way Tigers
Racer quarterback Mike Dickens hands the ball to Don Portell who drives for yardage in the Racers'
win two weeks ago over Austin Peay. This Saturdo, -Murray closes its season against arch-rival
Western Kentucky.
Saturday, November 20th, 1:30 PM
Stewart Stadium















9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sun.
Hours:
7:30 am til 11 pm — Sun.-Thurs
7:30 a.m til midnight — Fri. & Sat.








The most modern, up to date, mobile
home court in Western Ky.
and only 1/2 mile from campus
*Mobile Home Rentals *Mobile Home Space Available




237 No. 8th, Mayfield
Serving Graves, Calloway, Marshall,




COMPLETE PANTS DEPARTMENT for Cars, Tracks & Tractors











INAPAI MON - F i 753-4424 1 SA7"" 4NAPAI
605 MAPLE MURRAY KY











The Nation's No. 1 Creditor
in Agriculture




Direct Service to Louisville,








77 Cars & Jeeps
Are Here
C1-7, CJ-5, Pacer ( 8 Pacer Wagon)
Gremlin, Hornet 8 Matador.
Cain AMC Jeep
806 Coldwater Road 753-6448
Extra Flavor
Et Extra Nutrition









Shelf Prices In Murray
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ocal Girl Scout Troops SellingCookies For The Immediate Needs
Girl Scouts in the Murray-
alloway Neighborhood are
nducting an extra cookie
to help raise funds needed
by the Bear Creek Council.
The direct sales not orders)
will continue until their quota
is reached.
The boxes sell for $1.00 with immediate needs, Area
the local troops earning 10 economic 
conditions
cents per box. Other profit will necessitatefl the extra sale, a
be used by the Council for spokesman said.
Cecile Applegate, a local
volunteer, is coordinating the
sale and can be reached at 753-
2443.
Troops volunteering to sell
cookies are led by Jean Lind-
say, Ethelyn Loberger,
Wanda Rayburn, Linda Bray,
Cindy Colson, Janet Kirk,
Janice Cathy, Kathleen
Herndon, Diane Spurlock,
Janice Hayes, Candi Rankin,
Suzanne Ford, Barbara Gray,
Cecilia Brock, and Diane
Moore.
Fifteen troops in the city-
county meet regularly for the
girls' participation in the Girl
Scouts, USA program. Over
200 local girls are registered
for the 1976-77 year.
Members of the Special Education Class purchase books from the Robertson
School's Book Fair, sponsored by the PTA. The PTA will meet Monday, Nosember 22,
from 8 to 9 p. m. The program will be concerned with the schools' commitment to
quality education. Appearing on a panel and answering questions of parents about
their child's school and education will be: School Superintendent, Fred Shultz; Elemen-
tary Principal, Dennis Taylor; Teacher, Judy Baucum; Instruction Supersisor, Margaret
Franklin and School Board Member, Melissa Easley. All parents are urged to attend and





First to combine solid state elec-
tronics, professional expertise and acid













PEOPLE 1,040 60 FRC.lvt
HOUSE TO ROUSE HAVE TO GET
U5F.0 T piAVIN6 DOORS













TelE MAJOR, THE COLONEL
THE eErsERAL....OMEBODY
5401.ILD BE ABLE TO rIEt.P \'E-.
4.1)
- .•; "
you REALLY WANT TO
BORROW A M.LLION




Assembly Of God To
Hear Lookofsky
Graves County Attorney
Benjamin J. Lookofsky will be
the guest speaker Sunday
morning, November 21, at
10:00 at the First Assembly of
God, located at 16th-li Glen-
dale here in Murray,
Pastor Jerry Hendley and
the congregation invite the
public to attend the services.
Adult Great Books
Group Meets_ Monday
The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet •
Monday, November 72, at
seven p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Leibniz's Discourse on
Metaphysics will be discussed
by the group with Robert Hart
as the leader.
All interested people are
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1. legal Notice I. legal Notice
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT MARY NANNEY
Plaintiff, VERSUS MAX E. BAILEY and WANDA
J. BAILEY and FRIENDLY FINANCE, INC., et al
Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of an order of sale of the Calloway Cir-
cuit Court rendered at the October 11 Term thereof
1976, in the above cause, and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in
the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder,
at public auction on the 22nd day of November 1976,
at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or thereabout, upon a credit of
six months, the following described property, to-
wn:
Being Lot No. 1 of College View Addition Ex-
tended as shown brplat of said Addition of record in
Deed Book 98, Page 399, if the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court, and being more par-
ticularly described as follows:
Beginning at the point of interaection of east line
of said subdivision with the north line of College
Farm Road; thence along and with the east line of
said subdivision 140 feet to a stake; thence with an
interior angle of 93 degrees, 35 minutes in a westerly
direction 75 feet; thence with an interior angle of 86
degrees, 25 minutes in a southerly direction 140 feet
to a stake in the north line of College Farm Road;
thence with an interior angle of 93 degrees, 25
minutes in an easterly direction 75 feet to the point
of beginning.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
_.,...ex.ecute--bond,---with-appeoved--,securities,- bearing 
legalinterest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of n judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with these ter-
Ms.
Frank L:Ryan











Care . . 7534622
Poison Control . . 753-7588
Senior Citizens .  1531929
Ifeedline   7531EED










requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM







venturer, 1-2 ton pick-
up, 3111 motor,
automatic transmis-




















15 At no time
17 Gaming
cubes




























































Jones farm ) South of
Shilo is now posted. No
hunting will be per-
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1 Notice
DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
aryl Crafts Festival.
December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. Student Center.
















Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
FOR SALE
1970 Ford 8 cylinder,
'4 ton, pick-up, '4
speed - transmission,
-peeks--a-good 10adi—





Don or Grayson Mc-
Clure
436-5483
WE CAN MAKE COPIES
of your color portrait in
any sizes you wish. Very
Little cost to you. Art-












the disappearance of 2
dogs from East
Calloway on Hwy. 1551.
For details, phone 753-
2276 before 8:30a. m. or
after 5:30p. m.




Woutd you Mk to rrde
our Church Bus to Sun







































































Aid Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200























7 S Mon Is,,, Set
Fres Pert ing
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WISH TO EXPRESS
our deep appreciation
and thanks for the many
acts of kindness and
sympathy- extended to
us following the illness
and death .of our wife,
mother, and grand-
mother, Mrs. Jim
Annie Lovett) Burkeen. ,
A__specUil thwiks to those
who sent food, flowers,
and cards, and to those
who visited or
remembered us in their
prayers. May God's.
• richest blessings rest
up;on each of you in your
hour of sorrow.





Used 25 Color TV
Used B VI 13 TV
19 Colon Portable IV ryoulesni
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Racer quarterback Mike Dickens hands the ball to Don Poqell who drives for yardage in the Racers'
win two weeks ago or Austin Peay. This Saturdai _Murray closes its season against arch-rival
Western Kentucky.
Saturday, November 20th, 1:30 PM
Stewart Stadium
This page made possible by these supporting firms
Ber-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sun.
Hours:
7:30 am til 11 pm —'Sun.-Thurs
7:30 a.m til midnight — Fri. L Sat.
North 12th St. 753-43025
Riviera Courts
The most modern, up to date, mobile
, home court in Western Ky.
and only 1/2 mile from campus
*Mobile Home Rentals *Mobile Home Space Ava'IdtE




237 No. 8th, Mayfield
Serving Graves, Calloway, Marshall




COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT for Cars, Tracks 11 Tractors
— RACHATORS REPAIRED —
COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP 
11$ MURRAYAUTO PARTS 























Direct Service to Louisville,




The Nation's No. 1 Creditor
in Agriculture









‘77 Cars & Jeeps
Are Here
CJ-7, CJ-5, Pacer ( & Pacer Wagon)
Gremlin, Hornet & Matador.
Cain AMC Jeep
806 Coldwater Road 753-6448
Extra Flavor
Et Extra Nutrition
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Local Gi▪ rl Scout Troops Selling Cookies For The I
Girl Scouts in the Murray- by the Bear Creek Council.Calloway Neighborhood are The direct sales i not orders)conducting an extra , cookie will continue until their quota
sale to help raise funds needed is reached.
The boxes sell for 81.00 with
the local troops earning 10
cents per box. Other profit will
be used by the Council for
Members of the Special Education Class purchase books from the Robertson
School's Book Fair, sponsored by the PTA. The PTA will meet Monday, November 22,
from 8 to 9 p. m. The program will be concerned with the schools' commitment to
quality education. Appearing on a panel and answering questions of parents about
their child's school and education will be: School Superintendent, Fred Shultz; Elemen-
tary Principal, Dennis Taylor Teacher, Judy Baucum; Instruction Supervisor, Margaret
Franklin and School Board Member, Melissa Easley. All parents are urged to attend and




First to combine solid state elec-
tronics, professional expertise and acid
pH chemistry for perfect perming
every time.
TM

















PEOFL.E WHO 60 FROM
HOUSE TO HOUSE HAVE TO 6ET
J5F.17 TO HAVING DOORS
SLAMMED IN THEIR FACES .
it //- 19
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THE MAJOR, THE COLONE...
THE &ENERAL SOMEBODY
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necessitated the extra sale, a
spokesman said.
Cecile Applegate, a local
volunteer, is coordinating the
sale and can be reached at 753-
2443.
Troops volunteering to sell
cookies are led by Jean Lind-
say, Ethelyn Loberger,
Wanda Rayburn, Linda Bray,
Cindy Colson, Janet Kirk,
Janice Cathy, Kathleen
Herndon, Diane Spurlock,
Janice Hayes,. Conch Rankin,
Suzanne Ford, Barbara Gray,
Cecilia Brock, and Diane
Moore.
Fifteen troops in the city-
county meet regularly for the
girls' participation in the Girl
Scouts, USA program. Over
200 local girls are registered
for the 1976-77 year. -
Assembly M God To
Hear Lookotsky
Graves County Attorney
Benjamin J. Lookofsky will be
the guest speaker Sunday
morning, November 21, at
10:00 at the First Assembly of
God, located at 16th & Glen-
dale here in Murray.
Pastor Jerry Hendley and
the congregation invite the




Discusiion Group will meet
Monday, November 74, at
seven p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library. •
Leibnii/s, Discourse on
Metaphysics will be discussed
by the group with Robert Hart
as the leader.
."'All :interested people are
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1. Legal Notice 1 Legal Notice
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT MARY NANNEY
Plaintiff, VERSUS MAX E. BAILEY and WANDA
J. BAILEy and FRIENDLY FINANCE, INC., et al
Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of an order of sale of the Calloway Ciri•
cult Court rendered at the October 11 Term thereof
1976. in the above cause, and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in
the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder,
at public auction on the 22nd day of November 1976,
at 1 00 O'clock P.M., or thereabout, upon a credit of
six months, the following described property, t9-
,a It
, Being Lot No. 1 of College View Addition Ex-
tended as shown by plat of said Addition of record in
Deed Book 98, Page 399, if the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court, and being more par-
ticularly described as follows:
Beginning at the point of intersection of east line
of said subdivision With the north line of College
Farm Road; thence along and with the east line of
said subdivision 140 feet to 'a stake; thence with an
interior angle of 93 degrees, 35 minutes in a westerly
direction 75 feet; thence with an interior angle of 86
degrees, 25 minutes in a southerly direction 140 feet
to a stake in the north line of College Farm Road;
thence with an interior angle of 93 degrees, 25
minutes in an easterly direction 75 feet to the point
of beginning..
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
ewute honk_ with aRproved sec_griligs,,beariAg
1t7g arinte-r-eit iro-Fit the day of sale, until paid,-and-
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with these ter-
ins:
Frank L. Ryan

























requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM







venturer, L2 ton pick-
up, 318 motor,
automatic transmis-
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Jones farm) South of
Shilo is now posted. No
hunting will be per-



















subrnitted by 3 p. m.
the day before
publication.
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1 Notice
DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. Student Center.















Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
FOR SALE
1970 Ford 8 cylinder,
44 ton, pick-up ; 4
speed transmission,
WAS _8_11.QC4 1_91/S.L.





Don or Grayson Mc-
Clure
436-5483
WE CAN MAKE COPIES
of your color portrait in
any sizes you wish. Very
little cost to you. Art-











the disappearance of 2
dogs from East
Calloway on titwy. 1551.
For details, phone 753-
2276 before 8:30 a. m. or
after 5:30 p. m.




Would you M. al rid*

































































'Aid Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of. Benton, 1200











CARS. WINDOWS • CANS
LAWN MOWERS •GRIL LS
BUILDINGS
IT SPRAYS...








75 Mon Om, Sat
free Perkins
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WISH To EXPRESS
our deep appreoiation
and thanks for the many
' acts of kindness and
- sympathy extended to
us following the illness
and death of our wife.
mother, and grand-
mother, Mrs. Jim
I Annie Lovett i Burkeen.
A special thanks to those
who sent' food, flowers,
and cards, and to those
who visited or
remembered us in their
prayers. May God's.
richest blessings rest
upon each of you in your
hour of sorrow.





Used 11 Color TV '150°°
Used 8 W 23 TV
19. Color Portable TV 'minims 92" -
6,bity, &Ow $345 90"-
J 3 B Music- MAGNAVOX
5790a
Sr .0••••.,,d Mwsor
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S
3. Card Of Thanks
WE WOULD LIKE to
thank all our friends,
and neighbors for their
sympathy at the passing





5. Lost And Found
LOST BLACK AND TAN
German Shepherd,
Psnny vicinity. Wedding




iF YOU ARE 18 or older,
have at least a high
school education, and
would love to become a
tanker, you might make
our team. For in-
formation call , Mike
Mitchell 75.3-7753 8:00 a.





Apply in person. No
phone calls. Main Street
Texaco, 15th and Main.
WANTED ELDERLY
lady to live in my home.
$225.00 per month. Call
527-9073 or 753-5304.
SOMEONE TO stay with
elderly lady, days. Full
or part time. Must have
own transportation. If
interested call 753-2781.
PART TIME car hostess
for nights. Apply in




Grove Egg. Co. Per-
manent position. Prefer
Male. Apply in person
only.






resume to P.O. Box 32H.
WANTED OP-
TOMETRIC assistant.
Will train. Should be a
wearer of soft contacs.
Prefer female. Must be





women to work with
TV Service at Murray.
Calloway Hospital. 4-5




meeting public, no lif-
ting or TV repair.





S.W. Ky. and N. W.
Tenn.
Guaranteed weekly



























You must have a
successful work or self
employment history.
Sales background op-












































The Calloway County Board of Education
requests bids on Library and Cafeteria Furnishings
for Calloway County High School be submitted to
the Calloway County Board of Education office prior
to 12:00 noon, November 30, 1976. General con-
ditions, detailed specifications, and bid forms are
available at the Calloway. County Board of
Education office, 2110 College Farm Rood, Murray,
Ky., or will be mailed upon request. The Board of
Education reserves the right to,be the sole judge of
equality and to reject any and all bids.
"MISTER JIMMY- MIS5 LILLIAW
NOT ON YOUR VACATIONI:l
12. Insurance
14 Want To Buy
WE BUY YOUR used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.






tracks of timber. Will
give top price. Call 1-365-
3781 or 1-365-5011 after 5
p.m.
WANT TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
437-4291
115 Articles For Sale
ANTIQUE BED, full size
solid walnut. 1968
Mustang V-8 automatic,
great condition. Call 753-
6648.








WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED AFTER
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 23rd.
Our store will be closed
November 25th thru 28th
SALE!
BEGINNING NOVEMBER 29th






beleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
GREEN COUCH and
matching chair. Also
1970 Ford. Call 753-8399. _
SALE - WOOD
HEATERS, brick lined,







$1.00 per pound. Wallace
Stained Glass. Mayfield
Highway. Call 489-2613.
SALE - Chain Saw
chains, Ati" or 404 pitch
enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
ANTIQUE cherry desk or
table, brass claw feet,
rope spiral legs. Nice.
Call 489-2613.
FOR SALE
Two 0104 mikes with
tweet birds ea. MAI
One Drake 2000W
$25.81h One Demco 500
W MIA* One Century
mob,1e $111.1110; One
SA!tronrx 90 VFO No S-
UMO; One Allied
26 565 to 27,305 SKIM
One S,mbo 558 $1811411
One Marko Frek counter
$15111.51 200 ft RG8U
loom $5111.11; One 4
element beoms PAW
One 50 ft tower KW"
One Horn 2 rotor 81611.11118
One Super mog 821•11k
One Allied DX Mil
Four '6 V Batteries-
$114.111. One 10 ft rodto
cabinet $HWA One 8 h
p rotor tiller $1116.51 One
71 Pontiac 2 door hard.
top 6688.68; One 64
Dodge ' •pickupSliee
G M Compressors el.
USA* Freon case $iala.
Can 474-2748 or 474-
8848.




worth $20,000. Will sell in




$15 and up. Will make
excellent gifts. Will also




Never been used. $275.
Call 753-3206.
NEW KING wood burning
stove. Has automatic
thermostat control with
fire brick will burn 23"
log. Call 753-1654.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean WWI Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-






top. Like new. $135. Call
435-4318.
FOR SALE - Sears dish-
washer, excellent
















washer, odd chairs and
tables, china cabinet








and Service, 500 Maple





FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE D6 Caterpiller
diesel. Looks good, runs
good and is good. Asking
$4300.00. Call 901-642-
4798.
ONE ROW New Idea corn







25% discount on grain
bins. Free interest on




X IF X in 13
19 Farm Equipment
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 14 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two




fishing boat with trailer
and 18 h. p. Evinrude
motor. Call 753-1698





Lowrey Organ um( $895
low, Pigmy.% $1200
Grand Piano $995









NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.













PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State Uni‘ersity. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across-
















NOW is 011e Of the best times to
spray under and around your
home bugs. spiders, all kinds of
insects and pests are looking for
a place to hibernate-under your
home Its warm, they are out ol









WILL SELL OR TRADE
cabinet stereo with tape
player and radio. For a
good used piano, good
condition. Call 436-2516.
JERRY AND BETTY lost
their jobs, and now have
lost stereo. Take up
monthly payment of
"I! $14.44 a month on
their beautiful









SALE - TIMEX wat-









made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
HAVE YOUR 8 x 10 color
portrait quickly copied.
Any size, any quantity.
Super discount prices.
Artcraft, 118 South 12,
753-0035.
26 IV Radio






changer. Like new. Call
492-8670.
HIGH GAIN 23 channel.
Gutter mount antenna.
$85. Call 753-2813.




NEW HIGH GAIN CB still
in case. $95. ,Call 753-
4445
27. Mobile Home Sales




After 5:30, call 753-0093.






mobile 12 x 60, un-
furnished. Call 753-8695
or 753-8108.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
small deposit. Call 437-
4484. - Canterbury Estates. 8 a.
m. till?
36.For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,





From 6 to 21 months old.
Also cows and calves.
Bred and open heifers.
- Phone 901-247-5487. -
FOR SALE - five
registered polled
Hereford bulls. Two
years old. See Hewlett















sired male at stud. Call
435-4481.
ONE MALE BOSTON
Terrier, 8 weeks old.
Wormed, healthy, ready
to play. Call 753-7459.




puppy and one 4 year old
proven stud. Call 436-
5574.
AKC REGISTERED Old




weeks old. One Tiny Toy
Poodle, 31/2 months old.





7 a. m. American Legion
Hall. Proceeds go to
Legion Baseball.
14 x V, 3 BEDROOM,




mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30. Business Rentals
FOR RENT - Business
building. Best location.
4th and Sycamore
Street. Two floors plus 2
bedroom apartment.
Carpeted. Over 5,500 sq.
ft. Call 522-8469 or
inquire at Woods
Florist.







Inquire at Kelleys Pei
Control, 100 South 13th.




brick in country. $90 per
month. Couples only.
Call 489-2637.
SMALL 4 room house.







. 20th. 1519 Oxford Drive,
RUMMAGE SALE,
Saturday 8-4. Inside
Bargain Barn, 13th and





from golf course. Friday
and Saturday, 8 to 5.
RUMMAGE SALE.
Located behind Mack
and Mack in Aurora.







and clothing, cicithing of
all sizes. .Will be can-
celled in case of rain.
YARD SALE, Saturday,





A ONE BEDROOM home
on Ky. 121 at Coldwater.
House is on a large lot
that could be used for
not only for living
purposes_ but also
possibly for a business.
The interior of the house
is in good condition. The
outside needs some
work. The lot is worth
the full price of the listed
price. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505





75 ACRE tract near
Kentucky Lake. This







Brick 2 bedroom home
with fireplace, central
electric heat and air,




phone us at KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, for more in-









Seven acres 9 miles East
on Highway 94, nice
building spat. Old frame
house. Only $14,500. 1/2
acres. Good well. Ideal
building lot, or Mobile
home. $2,250. Galloway




REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a




93 ACkE FARM tested in
southwest part of county
with a new two bedroom
home. About 30-35 acres
of cropland, 25 acres of
Limber and some land
that could be prepared
and put into cropland.
Farm could also be used




Main St., 753-7531 or call
Brice Ratterree, 753-
5921.
FOR ; ALL YOUR in-







Noon till 5:00 p. m. New
three bedroom, 11/2 bath,
built-in kitchen, central
heat and cooling. City
water and sewer. For
information call Bob
Perrin, 753-3509. Claude





new, 3 bedroom, brick
with 2 baths, family
room. Has lovely
cabinets, all built-ins,
-1 central gas heat and
central air. Lovely
carpet throughout. Wide
lot in city school district.
Great neighborhood and
a great buy. In mid 40's.
















Wright Realty and Auc-
tion, 915 Paris Road,
Mayfield Ky. 247 1300
819 SOUTH 9TH STREET
- 3 bedroom, 11/2 bath
brick with patio, garage,




Almost new and priced
low. Call 753-8000 or
come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
FOR SALE - 80 acres,

















by Realtor Pat Mobley
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
WHITE ELEPHANT SYNDROME
In the real estate trade it's
called a -White Elephant.'
An eicellent house for sale
which just sits and sits. Often
you can recognize it by the
tall grass and weeds
overrunning the front yard;
an occasional broken win-
dow here and there. The
cause of this blight is always
the same - OVERPRICING!
This story always has a sad
ending - for the seller. Even-
tually, he, has to reduce the
price to sell By this time, it's
too late. The good prospects
have waved goodbye 'and
bought elsewhere. The ap-
pearance and condition
have deteriorated. The
eventual selling price is far
below what it could have
realized had it been valued
realistically from the outset.
You don't have to increase
the ''White Elephant"
population There is a safe
was to establish the RIGHT
price. When you're ready to
sell, see a local Realtor. Hell
know the true value and
what it will bring in the
market. Top price, yes!
Overprice - No!
Consulting with people
about their real estate needs
is our specialty. Drop by Pur-
dom & Thurman on the
court square or call Pat
Mobley 753-4451 or 753-
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YOU'LL LOVE TIE RESULTS
WAIT ABS BRIE
SHOP 32'x44' on 1 acre lot
heated and air cool-
pressor. Call 753-7370.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested- in selling
your property.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 514 acres
(with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway .
641. Three bedrooms,
1'2 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price-$60,000.
Call 753-5618.
BY OWNER, 7 rooms and
bath. Wtih dry bagement
and carport. Large lot
and good location. Call
753-1961.
THREE BEDROOM
ranch style home. Three






. first good offer. Call-
after 5 p.m. 753-4823.
SIX ROOM frame house
with 2 acres at Almo.
Phone 753-7494 day, 753-
9378 or 753-7263 evening.
REDUCED to $28,500.






pickup, mag wheels, air
condition, topper. Call
436-2174.
1973 CJ-5 Renegade jeep.
V.K. Mag type chrome
wheels. Remington wide
grooved tires. A-1. $3650.
Call between 10 a. m.
and lop. m. 436-2590.
1970 PONTIAC LEMANS.
All power and air.
Excellent running
condition, $900. Call 753-
8216.
1971 PLYMOUTH Fury
-111, 4 new tires, extra
nice. White with blue
vinyl roof., and blue
interior. $1095. Call 753-
9660, after 5,753-8965.
JEEP 1969 CJ5, 4 wheel
drive. Good condition.
$1,650. Call 753-5532f
GAS SAVER, 1974 Pinto
station wagon.





1971 PINTO, blue with
white Starsky-Hutch
stripe, low mileage,
very clean. Call 753-8031
or 753-7758. .
1972 HURST Oldsmobile,
Limited Indy 500 Pace
car. 455 _motor, power




Best offer. Call after 5 p.
m. 753-1493.
1953 FORD. It runs. $200.
Also wrecked 1969
Pontiac. Call 753-0209.





























Good condition. Call 753- '
6831 or 753-6057. after 6 p. m.
1974 YAMAHA 360
Enduro, trail bike. Also
4 h. p. air compressor,
like new. Call 489-2275
after 5 p. m.
1976 125 YZ, $800. 1976 125
Yarrnalia i-Eiduric, 100
miles, $550. Will hold
until Christmas with
down payment. Call 753-
7728.







dows, air condition. T-
top. 14,700 miles. Call
753-6569. One owner,
local car.
1976 WHITE Trans Am,
blue interior, air, tape,
and tilt wlrel. Low
mileage. Egkra nice.
Phone 753-5373.









5425.00 up, floored, reedy to use. One used 11116 end 21
bwildings, various sizes in stock et old prices. Buy the best
foe less CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-0954
AVON














One was S709.00 Now $590'
One Was S757.00 Now 562500 5
-Slightly Damaged-
0 Call753-0595
E GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE :I
So 12th St 
a a iro a 43 0 o ti 13 a a is o o a co a ea a a a 117:
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.
1971 LTD Brougham, 9
pass. station wagon.
Double power and air.
Factory-AM radio. and





good shape. Call 753-41/4
after 4:00.







$1250. Can be seen at 506
N. 4th. Call .753-0165
after 6, 753-0574.
1973 GRAND TORINO
. wagon. Extra nice. Call
489-2266.
-191W"HLACK -TITANS -
AM 6480 actual miles,
loaded. Can be seen at
Bunny Bread during day
or call 753-5909 after 5 p.
m.
1974 COUGAR XR-7, less
than 21,000 actual miles.
Sun roof, AM-FM tape
player mag wheels. Call
489-2563 after 5p. m.
1971 DODGE POLARA
Custom. Very nice car.
Asking $1,075. This week
only. Call 436-2658.
1970 TORINO. new tires,
excellent body and in-
terior. Priced
reasonable. Call 753-8554













home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing





doors, paver tile and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.





struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Pad,ucah. Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
ELECTROLUX SALES





will. DO any kind of
hauling, also garbage
pickup in county. call
753-5768 8 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. Afternoons call





Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
_. Taylor at .753-2310 for
free estimates of your
needs.






WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and




experienced, very - size ideal for leveling,
reasonable rates, spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
references, free
esiima Les. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618. FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split - rail
HAVING TROUBLE fences. Will deliver. Call




.by Sears save on, these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
753-2310 for. free
estimates.
WILL DO inside or out-














and interior, new and
• old work, with years of
back experience, free
„estimates. Call 437-4534.
1974 NORTON 850 UPHOLSTERINGeurmnando with-115W- custom and specializingactual miles. Phone 492- - in antiques. Call 753-
9232.
1970 RENAULT, 16 sedan
wagon. $900. Call 753-
, 4710.
1959 PONTIAC Tempest,-





Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L. W. Lyons 474-2264.
 CUSTOM HAV bailing1974 V. W., 8 track tape and custom combining.
'
player. 39," miles. • --Call 753-8090.- Excellent condition. Call
753-3500 after 5.p. m.
1974 ONE TON Ford
Wrecker. 16,000 miles.
Air condition. Power
brakes. 440 homes -with
dollies and air tank. Call
527-9502 Benton, Ky.




luggage rack. 304. cubic,
inch. V-8. $2495. Call 436-
2136 after 4 p.m.
50. Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.






clean rugs of all kinds.









hour or job. Free
estimate. Call 753-8343.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water




copied at-very low cost
in all sizes. Artcraft, 118
South 12th, 753-0035.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass






ficient service. NO job -













*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre
Itf.W„BABYSIT_,.50
an hour or $20.00 a week,
day or night. Call 753-
6189,
WOULD LIKE to do
babysitting in my home







































For Home And Business
/ 4
Marimik




FOU R PART BORDER





Sat., Nov. 20 10 A. M.
Paris, Tenn.
From Paris Go Hwy 641 toward Murray Ky 4 mi to Whitlock blacktop road turn west go ' $ I to property Watch for ssans
240 Acre Row Crop Farm
& Spacious Brick Home
As A Whole
This fine, 240 acre farm with lovely brick home has
approx. 160 acres of fine Memphis silk type loam land,
good blacktop road frontage, other structural im-
provements. Wheat yield approx. 60 bushels per acre,
corn yield approx. 125 bushels per acre, bean yield ap-
prox. 50 bushels per acre.
OR IN TRACTS
TRACT 1
12 Acres fine productive land with
beautiful building site.
TRACT 2
11 Acres fine productive land with
beautiful building site.
TRACT 3
10 Acres fine row crop land with pret-
ty building site.
TRACT 4
22 Acres gently rolling land with fine
building site.
TRACT 5
3 Acres with fine building site 8 run-
ning water.
TRACT 6
24 Acres fine row crop land with fine
brick home. Memphis silk type soil.
TRACT I
56 Acres fine row crop land of Mem-
phis silk type soil.
TRACT 8
70 Acres of fine row crop land of
Memphis silk type soil.
TRACT 9
32 Acres heavy in timber such as
poplar 8 oak 8 other hardwoods.
This is one of the finest row crop farms Volunteer has evern been
commissioned to sell at auction
For details or brochure contact Virgil Nutt 901 458 8204 or Nights
Don Welch 901 682 2663
AUCTIONEERS LIQUIDATORS
APPRAISERS
Sale Managed 8 Conducted by
2552 Poplar Ave Suite 4 I 7 Memphis Term 901 -4588204
5.





Mrs. Nellie B. Ramsey,
widow of Bob Ramsey, of
Mayfield Route Four, died at
9:20 p. m. Wednesday at the
Community Hospital. She was
86 years of age.
Mrs. Ramsey is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. Juanita
Cantrell, Mayfield Route 4,
Mrs. Inez Franklin and Mrs.
Ozella Robertson, both of
Mayfield, four sisters, Mrs.
Florence Brown, Rochester,
Mich., Mrs. Beulah Dunevant,
Wingo, Mrs. Ludie Barclay,
Cairo, Ill., and Mrs. Lillian
Hummtiries, Mayfield Route
3, and three grandchildren,
John B. Robertson, Leit-
chfield, Billy Cantrell,




A son, John Ramsey and a
grandchild, Phyllis J. Bean
preceded her in death.
The funeral is being held at
two p. m. today at Hopkins
and Brown Funeral Chapel in
Wingo. Officiating is Rev.
John Huffman and Rev.
Charles Dinkins, and burial





Plans are underway for
Need Line Carolers to sing for
the second Christmas Season
in the neighborhoods of
Murray and Calloway County.
Last year there were 189
carolers lb thirteen groups; it
is hoped that more will be
involved in this second year.
Church groups, school clubs,
scouts, community
organizations and neigh-
borhood people are invited to
consider being Need Line
Carolers. The carolers will
sing in December until
Christmas.
All voluntary donations
given to the carolers will be
used to continue the work of
Need Line, a local information
and referral service. The
Executive Director of Need
Line is Euple Ward.
Chairman for the Need
Line' Carolers is Rev. Robert
Brockhoff. For more in-
formation or to volunteer, call
him at 753-6712 (Immanuel
Lutheran Church office) or at
753-6879.
The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hold worship
services at eleven a. m. and
6:45 p. m. on Sunday,
November 21, with the pastor,
Bro. Lawson Williamson,
speaking at bakb services_ _
Jim Neale will serve as
deacon of the week and will -
assist in the morning service.
Emphasis will be placed on
the Child Care offering for the
next two Sundays.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs.
Wayne Whitney at the piano
and Mrs. Jim Neale at the
organ, will sing "Let's Just
Praise The Lord" and
"Something Worth Living
For."
The youth will meet at 5:30
p. m. Sunday for practice and
will sing in the evening ser-
vice.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m. and Church Training will
be at six p. an.
Nursery workers will be
Becky Vance, Edwina Bucy,




Federal State Market News Service
November 19,1976
Kentucky _Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 506 Est. 1700 Barrows 8/
Gilts mostly .75 higher Sows steady .50
lower
US 1-2 200-M01M. ...... $34.00-34.25
US 1-3 200-2401bs.  $33.50-34.00
US 2-4 240-2601bs.  $32.50-33.50
US 3-4200.280 lbs.  $31.50-32.50
Sows
US 1-2 280-3501bs. . . $20.50-21.00
US 1-3 300-4501bs...... 920.00-21.00
US 1-3 500-6501be: .  621.00-22.00




Myadec is a high-
potency vitamin formula
with minerals. In fact,
Myadec contains 9 im-
portant vitamins and 6
minerals—an ideal for-
mulation for active
people on the go.
If you want a high-potency vitamin formula
with minerals—recommended by many doctors and
pharmacists—stop in today and buy some Myadec,
Capsules or easy-to-take tablets
Clinic Pharmacy
5th and Walnut Telephone 753-8302
Glenna Sturgill planned to be
at the mine's mouth when her
husband was brought out.
A federal mine safety
supervisor in charge of the
rescue operation said the
rescue team would enter the
mine at dawn. "The trip takes




CHICAGO (API — Striking
International Harvester
employes will vote this
weekend on whether to accept
three-year contracts aimed at
ending their walkout, a union
spokesman says.
The United Auto Workers
spokesman refused to predict
the outcome of the vote. A
company spokesman said he
hopes that if the contracts are
approved the affected Har-
vester plants could resume
normal operations Monday.
LAKE DATA -
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4
up 0.1.
Below dam 302.4 down 0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4
no change
Below dam 305.5 up 0.1.
Sunset 4:45. Sunrise 6:39.
Moon sets 2:38 p. m., rises
Friday 4:11 a. m.
Dr. Ellwood Brown, Jr.
announces the relocation of his office for the general practice of
Veterinary Medicine
Westside Veterinary Service
Located on Hwy. 1660 So.
(Johnny Robertson Road)
Small Animal and Lame Animal Hospital
Office Hours Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri. - 8:00 a. m.-5: 00 p. m.
Wed., Sat. — 8:00 a. m.-12:00 Noon
Al/Animals Seen By Appointintwe - Phone 753-6749
Dr. Mullins Will
Speak On Sunday
Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr.,
will speak at 9:45 a. m. on
Sunday, November 21, at
Story's Chapel United
Methodist Church and at
eleven a. m. at the South
Pleasant Grove Church.
"A Biblical View of
Gratitude" will be the subject
of the sermon by Dr. Mullins
with his scripture from
Psalms 100 and Colossians
3:12-17.
The South Pleasant Grove
choir, directed by Mrs. L. D.
Cook, Jr., with Mrs. Otto
Erwin as organist and Tommy
Gaines as pianist, will sing
"Now Thank We All Our
God."
Dr. Mullins will speak on the
subject, "All Of The Words Of
Life" with scripture from Acts
5:17-20, at the services at 6:30






Wait Is Nearly Over
OVEN FORK, Ky. (AP) —
This small mountain com-
munity's long, sad wait was
nearly over today as the sun
rose above Big Black
Mountain.
The first rays of daylight
sent a rescue team on its way
into the Scotia Coal Co. mine
where 11 men have lain ii-
tombed beneatlipthe mountain
since last spring. Barring
unforeseen complications,
officials said the rescue teams
would bring the bodies out
sometime before noon.
If so, the modern tragedy
which began with the second
of two methane gas explosions
at the mine last' March 11,
soon would end. But even
though they had long awaited
this day, the people of Oven
Fork couldn't help but greet
the dawn with mixed feelings.
This dichotomy was even
more pronounced among the
families and friends of the
victims.
Many of them were
tremendously relieved that
their long ordeal was about to
end. But they also faced this
final reunion with mounting
dread.
"This has been a rough eight
months," Glenna Sturgill said
Thursday night as she sat in
• the --kitchen uftr mobile
. home at nearby Eolia, wat-.
thing the minutes tick off. "A
decent burial would help a
lot."
The Scotia mine runs
directly beneath the Sturgill
home. Glenna Sturgill has
gone to bed every night for the
past eight months knowing her
husband lay in a dark, cold
tunnel less than a mile from
her bedroom.
"It would have been im-
possible to make it through
something like this without the
help of the Lord," she said.
haven't had a good night's
sleep since this happened and
I don't expect to have one
tonight."
As she spoke, rescue
workers at the mine were
pumping oxygen into the area
where her husband and 10
other men were killed. The
last six ventilation seals had
been erected a few hours
way but there's no telling how
long it will be before the
bodies are prepared and
brought out," said Ray Ross,
of the federal Mining
Enforcement and Safety
Administration ( MESA).
The rescue team was
composed of representatives
from the federal and state
governments, the coal com-
pany and the Scotia
Employes' Association. They
were accompanied by several
pathologists and morticians as
well as Letcher County
Coroner Charles Day.
The victims, eight miners
and three MESA inspectors,
were killed two days after an
earlier blast had claimed the
lives of 15 miners. The mine
was sealed after the second
explosion and wasn't reopened
until the rescue operation
began in July.
Ross said he viewed the
bodies — -huddled together in
ad area 3'2 miles back in the
mine — Thursday afternoon.'
He said the men apparently
had been killed by the shock
wave from the explosion but
said there was no way yet to
tell what caused the blast.
Ross said the bodies would
be examined, placed in plastic
bags and wrapped in blankets
before being put on a special
mine car for the trip back to
the surface.
Once there,, the families
were to identify the bodies.
Six of the bodies then were
to be sent to the Appalachian
Regional Hospital at Hazard
where autopsies were to be
performed for families who
hoped to get black lung sur-
vivors' benefits. The other five
bodies were to be sent to area
funeral homes.
Funeral arrangements were
incomplete but most families
were expected to bury their
dead either Sunday or Mon-
day.
Mail. .
(Continued from Page 1)
The Service said that
because of the dedication of its
employees, many of whom
have been working long hours,
earlier. The stage was set. _At has had little trouble han-
Like the other widows, dling the increased mail
voluine since the parcel strike
began in mid-September.
ctpressed confidence it will
continue to be able to cope
with the increase, with the
cooperation of the public and
major mailers.
Parcel volume 4s already
more than doubled in the
strike area and is tip
significantly nationwide, and
letter mail is also on the rise,
the Postal Service Said:It said
most of the increase, to date,
has been from large volume
business mailers, who presort
their mail and deposit at
scheduled, non-peak hours in
plants prepared to handle it.
For example, the Service said
it is working closely with
shippers of perishable goods.
to handle millions of gift
packages normally moved by
other shippers.
As Christmas nears,
however, more and more of
the mail will be from the
general public, deposited at
neighborhood post office,
branches and stations, on top
of the already unprecedented
business mail volume, the
Postal Service said.
As a result, the Service said,
while priority will be given to
letter mail,- many postal
facilities normally dedicated
to letter mail may have to be




Service said, it strongly urges
the public to deposit their
parcels by December 3' and
their letters and greeting
cards by December 10 to
assure delivery by Christmas.
It asked that customers
mail as early as possible, use
proper packaging materials
and techniques, and properly
address and ZIP Code their
mail.
The previous suggested
mailing dates had been
December 10 for domestic
parcels and December IT for
letter mail.
Suggested mailing dates for
international mail are in-
changed. However, customirs
were strongly urged tA the
Postal Service to -0,p
overseas packages
greetings immediately, ar., ,o
send them by airmail if they




Prices of stock of Meal hared at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Lodger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., at
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc 44 -%
McDonalds Corp 56% unc
Ponderosa Systems 7 -la
Kimberly Clark Wii +it
Union Carbide 56% -RP
W.R. Grace . 164 +44
Texaco 3694 +%
General Elec 5194 444
GAF Corp 11% unc
Georgia Pacific 3794 +94
Pfizer 27% +%
Jim Walters 39% +4
Kirsch 16% +%
Disney 4694 unc
Franklin Mint 27% -%
When you replace just one of
your car's tires, you'll get bet-
ter braking traction if you pair
the new one with the old tire
that has the most tread.
Program To Reduce Jet Noise By
15 To 30 Per Cent In Eight Years
WASHINGTON (API — On
Jan. 1, the federal government
will launch a program to
reduce ground noise from jet
planes by 15 to 30 per cent over
the next eight years.
Transportation Secretary
William Coleman said
Thursday that U.S. airlines
will have up to eight years to
muffle their old domestic jets
or replace them with quieter
new ones, although some of
the jets must be muffled or
replaced in half that time.
The program will cost the
airlines between $5 billion and
$8 billion, Coleman said. The
government might help the
airlines finance some of the
cost. But Coleman said all
details will be worked out
after a public hearing on the
financing in December.
The new requirements
apply to 1,654 planes — more
than three-fourths of all jets
now in use domestically by
U.S. airlines — that were built
before federal antinoise




McLucas said at a news
conference that noise will also
be reduced by requiring pilots
to start descents closer to
airports and to make
minimum use of noise-
producing wing flaps, used to
increase lift during takeoffs
and landings. He did not say
how these requirements would
be enforced.
The area of the Caribbean
Sea is 750,000 square miles.
Sale Starts Saturday
OR $10,000 IN PRIZES DURING
REMNANT HOUSE'S 23rd ANNIVERSARY
BE SURE TO CHECK OUR ADS DAIL Y FOR MORE VALUES!
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF BETTER KNITS ON SALE! 
COMPARE THESE FINE KNITS ANYWHERE AT S3.99 TO $7.99 YD.
POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS
• Full Bolts, 60- wide, Machint Washable, Tumble Dry
• 100% Polyester, 100% Acrylic, Polyester & Fur, Polyester & Linen
• Sweater Panels, Sweater Knits, Shetland Knits, Tartain Plaids
• Dyed to Match Pant Weigh) SOlids with Plaids, Stripes, Fancies
• Screenprinted Interlock Polyester & Acrylic Knits
• All of our Fampus Brand N..a_rn,..eKnits included •










• Full Bolts 60 wide Washabie
• The new Maecle Km Suede Fabor
• looks and feels hke real Suede
• Save St 11 on every yard
RIM Is
COMPARE THIS Al SI 99 A YARD
PRINTED CHALLIS
• Full bolts 45 rode Machfne Washable
• Brushed Rayon Chalbs Prints
• Newest Fill Patterns and Colors
• Hurry while limited Quantity lasts
YD.
COMPARE AT SA 99 A YARD,
PART WOOL GABARDINE
• Full bolts, 45 rode Washable
• 84% Polyester 14% WOol
• The vorrnth of wool
the comfort of polyester
• Hurry for best CO1Of teleCtro n
REG St 69 YD FINE QUALITY
WHITE SATIN
• Full Bolts SO'wide
• Heavy Salm, Whore Only
• Ideal to, Hohday Bndal Weer
• While nrnrted guanoty lasts
•
ORIGINALLY Slog YD BRUSHED
COTTON SHIRTINGS
• Foll ho,f, 4 ni, Stact,ne Washabip
• 1013`ro Cotton, Heavy Sh.fln9 wereRlf
• Pletds. sinuses Pools etc
• While innited quanbty lasts
FIRST
QIALTTS YD.
OUR ENTIRE STOCK AT ONE LOW PRICE!
BLUE JEAN DENIM
• Full bolts 45 to SO wide
• Compare at Si 99 to 53 SO a yard
• 1004, Cotton and Polyester & Cotton
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